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Daniel Reeves
Patrick Richards
Aldo Rivera
Charlie Sanderson
Cody Schluterman

Justin Alvarez
Frederick Black
Rich a rd Chen
Won Chung
Taylor Copsy
Ryan Cravens

athan Schluterman
Neal Schlutennan
Michael Stuth
Nick Stu U,
Victor Villatoro

Juan Dejesus
Andrew Eubanks
Craig Fox
David Hunter
Drew Koch
Brandon Kyle
Marcus Wewers

Jae-Sung Lee
Jee-lhin Lee
Leon Lee
Richard Maness
Victor Mendoza

Austin Willis
Sean Wright
Francis Yuk

Andres Ramirez

We've Got Class
Senior year - that long awaited year.
Finally. juniors say as last year·s senior,
graduate. we·re the ,eniors. lt"s our turn to
almost be om of high ,chool and Subiaco

decision. Patrick Richards considered
lwo colleges and 1wo careers: orth Texas
and mui..ic production or Colorado State
and veterinary \ciencc.

Academy. Time to be lea\·ing.

""Y·~ Iuch of the senior year is de, oted 10

Francis Yuk - from Korea 10 Arkansas
to Purdue University- that wa.:; his ideal
itinerary. He liked their notable engineering program~.
Some. li ke Victor Mendoza. are
rela1ivcly sure of their tickets: he is
fo llowing a family tradition by attending
Texas A&M.
For Brandon Kyle. location is allimpor1an1. His ideal college is American
Univep.,j1y in Washington. D.C. - righ1
there in 1he nation·\ capital and the center

planning de,tinntions. It \1vas an important

of politics.

The ,enior year i~ not ,o much about
leaving behind and ending a long journey:

in,tead. it i, about beginning a new one.
The ,cnior year ha sea of opportunity.
Instead of geuing off a sh ip afler n long

journey of 12 years. the senior have packed
1heir bag.., full of the knowledge of parental
advice. clas"oom lessons. the fella" ship of

friend, and a few spill~ and fall~ along the

Leon Lee

"My most memorable
vacation

was

in

Sydney, Australia.
visited numerous attractions such as the

Syd ney Opera House
and Harbor Bridge."
Justin Alvarez
"My mo t memorable
vacation was vvhen I
was out w ith my
friends, fell asleep, and
woke up in Texas."

Andres Ramirez
"r-i11y most memorable

vacation? Every time I

Victor Mendoza: Favorite past times are stamp collecting, bird

go back to Mexico."

watching, coin collecting and insect collecting.
Craig Fox: Favorite past times are playing Xbox and working
on his truck.

Brandon Kyle

"My most memorable
Nick Stuth : Favorite places are cabins, shops, bonfires and
graveyards.

vacation was going to

New Orleans; I have
pi ctures of things that
no longer ex ist."

Andrew Eubanks
"As a freshman, I learned to
show respect, to try hard, and
how to deal with Coach

Stovall."

Neal Schluterman
"As a freshman, I learned not to
put odor-eaters into someo ne's
kool-aid."

innovative and unique setting the world you are living in is not
real - and some distinguishable
moves or actions fascinated me."
Right .

Everybody pretty much knows
about Michael Stuth's unique
blond-on-the-top-and-brown-onthe-bottom hair. However,
Michael wanted to make sure
everyone knew the truth. "The
one thing that most people do not
know about me is my naturally
blond hair."

Sean Wright
"As a freshman, I learned that I

was the lowest ma n on the
totem pole."

I can 't stand ...
- lazin ess. Jae-Sung Lee
- slow music. Victor Villatoro
- d rinking sodas that have no caffeine. Jee-lhin Lee

Juan Dej es us
"As a freshman, I learned to
always leave my doors locked."

- people who wa lk in on the end of a conversation
and ask questions about it.
Nathan Schluterman
- people who whine and are lazy. Drew Koch

sound bytes

Sleep is a farnrite thing in my life.
I like sleep because when I sleep, I don't need to
do or think about anything around me. But right
now, I am a student, and I ,,·ake up very early;
that means 1 can't sleep Ver) much. I ne, er ha,·e
enough sleep during the class day. When tlw
deans wake me up, that is my most hated time oi a
dav.
-Li Tsu "Richard" Chen
Patrick Richa rds
has a role model
that most students
in the Sub iaco
Academy knowCoach Pugh.
Why? Becuase "he
knmvs what it is
like to have a big
body."

Davi d Hun ter
admires Lance
Arms~ro~g. He
said, ... he
surv ived cancer
and won the tour
de France
afterwords."

Rikki Maness
is afraid that "I'll turn on the
radio and al\ I'll hear is
country or rap." And of
course, that might just happen
someday; in Arkansas, yes.

it!" he says.

At the same time
he says the quote
that he most
practices is '"06."
Yes. '06 indeed.

Michael Becker
"What makes me unique

is that I ha\'e a slightly
cun·ed left ear. Also 1
have only one working
thumb."

Sean Maness

"Nobody else has
exactly the same
thought5 or actions or

lives their life exactly as
I do, the arc com-

pletely personalized to
me like a finger print of

the mind."
Benjantin Harrison

"The thing that makes
me unique is that I detest
statements of personal

praise. Such statements
cannot but sound

conceited."

Top Left: The juniors had the first skit of the football season.
Their skit look off from the Fountain Lake mascot of cobras.
athan Willems, forever willing to sacrifice for lus c.lassmates,

was the cobra. Once again, he took a beating.
Top Right: The summer heat lends itself well to weekend outings
to Lake Dardanelle. Br. Jude Schmitt drove the boat for most of a
Saturday and a Sunday afternoon for the two groups that went out
that weekend . Tubing and skiing ruled the days.

Daniel Adams
Sung Kee Ahn
Alan Albert

Joseph Arbogast
Gabriel Becker
Michael Becker
Yen Nien Chen
Simon Cortez
Michael Gaskell
Chri topher Gattis
Holden Glass
Donald Goetz
Tom Grady
Benjamin Harrison
Michael Hickey

Many believe that the junior yea r is the
best year of high school. That may be true
but it is also one of the most hectic. The
college search seriously begins. Test taking becomes a major chore; ACT and SAT
become etched on the brain and start faUing out of lockers and backpacks. What
kind of score does it take to get that allneeded scholarship? Some serious, tough
issues land at the feet of a junior. It's time
for him to quit stepping over them and
avoiding them.
1l1e joys of juniorhood? Teachers don't

have to jump on the junior to remember

this or do that because those lessons have
been learned. He knows the ropes. 1l1e
list of expectations and dos and don'ts
have been learned. There is less eyerolling and heavy sighing from teachers.
The junior has learned to take notes, organize his books, memorize his schedule
- in general take care of business.
ow it's on to bigger and better things
- the real world. Some ca ll the junior year
"the beginning of the end." But these
people a lso think the glass is half empty!

Brad Oglevie
Arturo Parada
Hyun Kuk Park
Jun Burn Park
Sung jun Park
Andrew Reeves
Christopher Rehm
Henry Sayre
Alex
Schluterman
Doug
Schluterman
Jared
Schluterman
Quinton
. . - - - - - - Schluterman
Ricky Tang
Jeff Thomas
Joseph Thomas
Dakota Turner
Patrick Vol lmer
Kevin Wewers

Fernando Jimenez
Andy Kim
Sean Maness
Cameron
Montgomery
B.J. Moore
Paul oebels

Kyle Wewers
Jadon Wiese
Na than Willems
Gunhee Yang
Sam Yoon
John Zagurski

Jex
Schluterman:
My favorite
holiday is
Christmas. I get
to see my whole
family, and we
get to sing
carols to ether.

Bum Park: The
one thing that
s trikes fea r into
my heart is
having to take
one of Fr.
Timothy's
exams.

Alan Albert: I Ii ke
going on holidays. My
favor ite one by far was
going to Santa Monica
with my family.

Gunhee
Yang:

Kevin Wewers :

Something

that I am
afraid of is

,•ery extreme
heat.

The best holiday
for me would
have to be the
Fourth of July.
Getting to shoot
off fireworks is
rea lly g rea t.

sound bytes
Famous people
of 2005
(according to the juniors)
10) Brad Pit
9) Randy Moss
8) Donald Trump
7) Paris Hilton
6) Will Ferrell

5) Jennifer Anniston
-!) Angelina Jolie
3) Pope Benedict XVI
2) Clinton/ Bush Sr.
1) Pope John Paul II

Paul

oebels

"A few years ago I went on a
trip to ThaiJand. While I was

there I learned many cultural
differences between lhe U.S.
and Thailand."

Sw1gkee Ahn
"Severa l years ago I left
Korea and went to the

Holden Glass: My most
prized possession is one
of my most rare possessions. I was lucky
enough to have received
a baseball card signed
by the legendary
ballplayer olan Ryan.

Patrick Vollmer: I have
had my stuffed dinosaur

peaceful country of New
Zea land. After a few years I
was able to come to America
as an exchange tudent and
this year I am here at
Subiaco."

Gabe Becker
"A few years ago my family and I
went to Rome. While we were
there we went around the city
looking at the holy places."

"Rex" since I was four. I

sleep with him every
night.

''what...''

Joe Thomas
" I have been to many
places around the world.
A few places that I have
gone were Hong Kong,
England , and India."

Joseph Didion : So many adults I know rarely get

Ho Jun Hwang

excited about memories of their adulthood, so I've decided to savor the moments of my youth .

am just a normal sh1-

Harrison Kim: I might be the only one who doesn't like

"Know thyself." TI1is phrase by the
philosopher Aristotle are words in practice for the ophomores. It is a stage of
Life for much self observation and learning.
Some have learned they are outgoing, the extrovert type. Lance Crow
knows this about himself: "There are
few times where I am speechless. Those
times are few and far between."
Other , like Marcus Trachier, prefer
not to be the center of attention. "I don't
Like standing up in front of people. l get

ment. Jonathan Callahan recognizes tl1at
"unfortunately" his strongest trait is his
temper. He said, 'Tm often driven to the
brink very quickly and with little or no

nervous."

of enjoying who he is. He doe n't min
being unique. In fact, he says, it is ti
best way to live our lives.

Some recognize that they have parts
of their character that need improve-

provocation."

popcorn , who wants to be a bird after I die, or who thinks
the thunderclouds are to cover the UFO crossing over the
sky.

Harrison Kim know the valuable !es o

dent who is not rich
nor smart nor handsome. However I have
confidence in myself. I

believe I ca n achieve
my goals when I keep
trying."
Andrew Yuk

"Ilike to see everything
around me is in order.
Even ifordermakesme
uncomfortable sometimes, it helps me find
things faster."

Awareness, they say, is

half the battle.
The sophomore year, many learned,
was a time to establish a belief system, a
set of values. What is important to ME?
It is a tinle to not only learn what you
stand for but a tinle to be comfortable
with that newly di covered perso

"I have confidence.

Josh Reeves

"God had a sense of

~

humor when he made
me. Even V-.'hen seri-

ous things happen, I
have to find a way to

_ __ _ _ _ _ _..;.=-..;a;=,z

laugh."

Jae Hong Lee
Jae Kyw1g Lee
Je-Ho Lee
Sao-Min Lee
Young Min Lee
Chui Jong Lim

Devyn Banas
Adam Barnett
Luca J. Bauer
Alejandro Bours
Seth Buckman
Buck Butler

Jonathan
Callahan
Lance Crow
Jacob Didion
Michael Franz
Daniel Harri on
Reggie Havas
Ho Jun Hwang
Bruce lrico
Andrew Jarrett
William Kern
Tae Young Kim
Joseph Kremer
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Christopher
Murray
Joseph Post
Jordan Pridgin
Joshua Reeves
Kyle Rudolph
Brian Shanahan
Matthew Sharum
Simeon Siahmakoun
William Stehle
Charles Strickland
Andy Thompson
Marcus Trachier

Alan Tsai
Dylan Veron
Arnold Yang
Andrew Yuk
Alberto Zertuche
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''what..."

Jae Kyung Lee

Joseph Post claims as his most
prized possession a green marble
rosary which his mom gave to
him for confirmation. His mom
had it blessed by Pope John Paul
II during a visit to Rome for a
family friend's deaconate
ordination.

Baykaf A/timer is proud of a 3~
year-old dagger from Turkey.
Baykal's ancestors came from
many countries: Brazil, Turkey,
France, Italy, Spain and Cuba.
His grandfather lives in Turkey,
where he keeps the sword in a
glass case. It Is a jeweled, gold
sword with a curved blade.

" I went to New York City last year
on Christmas Day. It was so awesome to be in NYC on Chrisbnas.
It was crowded but I loved it."

Matthew Sharum
"For summer ho liday, I went fis hing with my dad a nd some of his
fr iends in On tario in Jessu p Lake.
I liked spendi ng time wi th my
dad. We fish d for pike a nd walleye."

Simeon Siahrnakoun
"My favorite holiday memory is

of my uncle putting belch powder
in the Halloween soup."

topfive

I am most afraid of

Snakes
Close spaces
Spiders
Heights
Darkness
Other responses:
sister
Jailing high school

J ph Krr ner
loves cartoons. His
favorite Looney
Tune character is
the Coyote. What's
not to Jo,·e: he can
blow up, foll off a
cliff or e\'en be shot

Favorite music ...

soft rock
hard rock
rap
classical (tied)
cow1try (tied)

like to mo,·e. He
and his familv have
mo,·ed more ·than
ten times - from

Texas to Colorado
to Florida to
Massachusetts to
North Carolina.

someday plans
to be a movie director. After
watching "The Return of the
Kings" by director Peter
Jackson, he chose lhis career.

Seth Buckman
"My Favo ri te hol iday memory is
of getting to go to my grandma's
hou~e after her heart attack and
knowing she was \Vei l. "

could go anywhere, he would
like to go to
another planet.
He wanb to fi nd
out if other forms
of mankind exist
out there in space.

choice of any

destination. Why?
He really wa nts to
wear a turban.

Li fe isn' t always easy for someone
6'8" . Ask Regg ie Hovas. He is
too ta LI fo r his d orm bed so
he sleeps on the fl oor.
Riding in the bac k
sea t of a ca r is no
easy feat
eithe r!

eTeam
The needs of Lhe freshman ..,,uden1s have
nm changed mm:h since I started in 1983.

They still need someone 10 talk 10. 10 give
lhem advice and words of encourngement

Jude Rueswald was one of the few
Trojan Pride begins he re at the
weekly pep rallies during footbaU who a ttended the away game
season. The freshmen learn from against Atkins la te in the season.
the exa mple of others how to yell Wearing an orange and blue
cowboy ha t, he made a definite
and clap loudly for the Mighty
sta tement of Trojan pride.
Trojans.

,tretched out on the noor.
Over the pa,t two years. Mr. Michael
O'Brien and I ha,e developed a three-step
program u,ing the Benedictine values of
respect. responsibi lity and trust. Respect
for se lf and others. Taking responsibility

w~re. he \\anted to kno\\ \\ here the maid

bond of trust between the deans and the

wa\.

.. You are the maid:· I said. It took him
an hour 10 put his sheets on the bed. Some

<,tu<lent\. Granted. it i'-1 not easy trying to
teach the"e values lo a dorm of freshmen .
E~pecially when they co me from three or

have to learn how to use a broom and mop.
too.

four differem countri es with different
beliefs and custom, . Our hope is 1ha1 when

What doe, one do with all these kids
who will not go to sleep? Once I had two
students kneel outside my office door.

the frc\hmen leave Heard Hall and move to

pla ce. H erc they say
things are not manda·
tory but then force you

togo."

McKenzie Wright
"Subiaco is a strange
place. H ere they ha ve
the lockers in the main
bu ild ing and classes in
a different one."

What w~l'-. suppo~ed to be a thiny-mimuc
knee l turned out to be an all- nighter. I
forgot them and went to bed. They were
-.ti ll Lhere in the morn ing - nOL kneeling but

and correction. And most of all. they need
lob of love.
Being the freshman dean is not wilhoul
its funn) moments. One time after we had
changed \heeb. I had a student bring hi~
sheet, to the office and ask ... Brmher. what
are the;e·r When he discovered what they

Brad Boal
"Subiaco is a strange

Bill Morton

"Subiaco is a strange
place. Here they go by
seniority which is only
three years difference."

for one·.., own action_. \Vhich lead~ to a

Michael Moore

"Subiaco is a strange
place. H ere th ey have
Mass on Wednesday
instead of Friday."

the Mai n Building (and the big world). they
will take these value~ with 1hcm .

story by Br. James Lindsey
photo
not

available

Ji Young Ahn
Michael Blanchard
Brad Boal
Tyler J. Carr
Hunter Chen

Andy Chen
Young Jin Choi
Joseph Darr
Joshua Dunham
\ltiguel Elizondo
Philip Glass

William
Kluempers
Michael Mayes
Ia n McKee
M ichael Moore
Scott Morton
William Morton
Robby Porter
Enlils Ri ga no
William Robertson
Juan Pablo
Rodriguez
Chris Rudolph
Jude Rusewald
Javin Sharp
Joshua Stewart
Cooper White
Jackson Worden
McKenzie Wright
Jason Young
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''when... ''

Chris Rudolph
"I fractured mywristinthcmiddle
of an important football game.
That was the dumbest thing I ever

did."

Michael Mayes had an epiphany
when he leU from his skateboard.
He realized elbow pads might be
important. MIChael has been
pracbc1ng since Spnng '05.

McKe nzie Wright

"The dumbest thing I ever did
was to accept Cody Wright as my

Joshua Stewart had an epiphany

brother."

when h,s parents got divorced. That
expenence, which made him realize
that two people like his parents
could actually separate, opened his
eyes to the real world, he claims.

Frederick Jones - " ~ e r have lived in
Baltimore City, Maryland. When I saw the
population [here], 1 thought it was a joke. How
can a place have less than 500 people? Man
people don't learn things about their ho me

Robby Porter
"The dumbest thing I ever did
was chea t on a final at my last

school."

surveyfrenzy
I am most afraid of . .
- /zeiglzts
-s11akes
-closed spaces
-tile dark11ess

Andy Chen - "l can play the violin.
When I am practicing, everybody wi l
come into my room.., Practicing makes

Favorite subject
-science 17
9
-math
- history 4
- English 2

Jackson Worden
"The dumbest thing I ever did
was make
cooking. "

Other responses
my poodle
giant sharks eating at legs

considers his
computer his

favorite possesion
is a helmet that his
grandfother gave

fa\"Orite pthst-s-.ion.

Welcome to the
brotherhood,
partner!

Young Jin Choi com,idcrs 30's
to be "old." ... Well, some or
the faculty members would
like to comment thJt he
himself is not th.it far from

that point of life.

him.

fun of my parents'

my mood to be relaxed. Someti es,
when I am no t feeling good, I can just
play and be fine."

miles away, but I've learned more here about
Baltimore than there. "

William Kl um pers - " l
was homeschooled. What
is great about homechooling is that there is
distraction from other
eople. At the sa me time
you don't get to be
a round other
kids that often.

Q.Jestion
nd Answers
2005~06 School Board

What is your pet peeve?

Front Row: Donna M cDonald, Br. Ephrem O'Bryan,
Fr. Timothy Donnelly, Dottie Newneier, Don Berend
Middle Row: Mary Lyrm Holland, Tom M atoushek,
Omar Greene, Wallie Spr ick
Top Row: Theresa Piechocki, M ary Lensing, Br.
Tobias DeSal vo, Sister Judith Marie Keith, Mike
Willems

Br. Joseph Heath
Busy-bodie -people who concern
themselves with matters that do
not concern them or focus on the
meaningless, irrelevant, and
trivial.
Fr. Brendan Miller
People who lack the vision of
Benedictine values.
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz
I di like bullying and those who
make excuses for it. J can't abide
with those who pick on someone
they perceive as ctiffercnt from or
weaker than they.
Mr. Gary Kinney
Prejudice
and self-righteousness.

Help Me, Lord
Br. Isaac Youker sends up
lots of prayers. As a dean ,
he runs headlong into issues, dilemmas, and even
an occasional crisis.

Hippie Faculty
Ms. Alane Freerksen , Mr. Gary
Kinney, and Mrs. Cheryl Goetz
dressed like hippies for Hippie
Day. Some parts of these outfits
were original from the '60s.

Getting Started
The start of a new school year meant the start of
new jobs for several administrators. Mr. Mike
Berry (left) moved up to headmaster while Mr.
Greg Timmerman (right) became dean of men . Br.
Mel Stinson continued in his role assisting servers
at Mass.

Michael Berry

Faculty

Headmaster
Fr. Timothy Donnelly
Academic Dean
Abbot Jerome Kodcll
Fr. Aaron Pirrera
Superintendent
Greg Timmerman

Br. Vincent Klein

Br. James Lindsey
Mark McM illen
Fr. Brenden Miller
Michael O'Brien
Br. Ephrem O'Bryan
Jason 1>ohlmeier

Dean of Man
Fr, Hugh Assenmacher
Evelyn Bauer

Del Berry
Rex Breed
Michelle Chuang

Hermina Fox
Alane Freerksen

Cheryl Goetz
Roy Goct'.t
Dianne Hart
Br. Joseph Heath
Shirley Kiefer
Scott King

Cary Kinney

20

Robert Pugh
Chandra Rush
Br. Jude Schmitt
Bruce Schu lte
Mark Smith
Fr. Mark Stengel
Kennclh Stovall

Br. Adrian St robel
Tim Tendeve
Lou Trusty
Fr. Leona rd Wangler
Fr. Richard Walz

Bill Wright
Br. Isaac You ker
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ART EVERYWHERE
It's all aboul articslic expression, students learned as they

v1s1ted Helena, AR for the
world's biggest blues festival.

STilL ART
ln the quiet before the storm of
music, the fiddle and mandolin
wait backstage before the
performance by the South
Austin Jug Band on Oct 26.

SHUT IN & LOVIN' fl
It doesn't take much space to
have fun as this pool among
the rocks well illustrated to !he
crew on the Fall Break to
northeast Arkansas.

NATIONAL HUNTING DAY
Luke Ahearn (10) was one of
several students who attended
the National Hunting Day in midSeptember.

When I came to Subiaco, the first difference I
saw was that seniors
have authority and in
Mexico they are all the
same.

EVERYONE SMILE!
Homecoming is especially
Important to the young women
who are selected to represent
Subiaco al its Homecoming.
Pictured are Mellsa Hart,
Amanda Kimbrough, Judd
Wright, Jordan Slebenmorgen,
Cassidy Basyk, Hannah
Hixson, Trey Wright, Hannah
Goetz and Adriana Leding

I want to thank
Marcus [Wewers] for
allowing me to be in
Homecoming."

- Amanda Kimbrough
Why go to the games
and look like everyone
else? Patrick Vollmer
(11 ), Rikki Maness (12)
and Sean Maness (11 )
know there Is more fun
to be had in costume.
Andy Thompson (10)
has his claim to fame.
His tongue can indeed
touch his chin.
2. Caps were more
common this year as
many took pride in their
rural .outdoors .hunting
heritage.

3 B uck Butl er (10) is a
power tumbler. Since
age 3, he has been
working out in the gym,
practicing his skills.

22

4 Young Min Lee (10)
went to Europe for Fall
Break. Europeans, he
said, are proud of the
past and try to keep it
alive, even In insignificant things.

COWBOY UP
The hats and boots came out
of !he closet for Wednesday's
Cowboy Day. Most day
students rounded up the garb
for a cowboy outfit. Some, like
Holden Glass (11) and Neal
Schluterman ( 12) really got
caught up in the day.

One long-lived traditlon of $pint
Week is the poster contest. All
new students made posters
and !hen had them Judged by
the audience of students. It
took two days, but the tradition
was kept alive. Some students
take great pnde in creating a
work of art and a work of loyalty
to the TroJans. Upperclassmen
enjoy !he prest1ge of determining which posters are displayed
at the football field.

TRADITION ROLLS OH
PARADE AROUND
It was their sixth birthday Oct.
7 and Judd and Trey Wright
shared II with the crowd at
Homecoming. They are the
twin brothers of senior Sean
Wright.

SLEEPY HEADS
The favorite theme for Monday
dress down days ,s "Come As
You Are: Most students took
the opportunity to be a little
sloppy.

ROYALTY

PIG ROAST FESTIVmES

Amanda Kimbrough. a junior
at Clarksville High School. was
voted as Homecoming Queen.
She is on the honor roll, is a
lifeguard, and runs track. She
enioys going mudding and
playing football with the guys
on Sundays.

It was the first of its kind for
Subiaco Academy, but from au
responses it Is the first of many.
All enjoyed the evening and the
food and the contests.

Justin Alvarez
My four years at Subiaco have nOL been the most enjoyable experience in my life. but it
definitely has been the most memorable. I used to dream about the day I would pass ways

with Subiaco but today l truly dread it. IL doesn't quite seem righl that after thi s year I
won·1 see many of the people whom I have li ved with for the last few years. To my

closest friends-Mike. Juan. Aldo. Nick. and Victor-it"s been real. Just thinking about
everything we·ve been through makes me smile and laugh. I would definitely like to
thank my family, especiaJly my dad. for never givi ng up on me. Without them I wouldn't
have been able 10 make it here. I wou ld also like 10 th ank Br. Isaac for helping me alon g
my way. And last but certain ly 1101 least, I would like to thank Gerry Sprick. Since the
second semester of my fre~hman year I have worked with Mrs. Sprick almost every day

afler school and she has helped me make it through Subiaco probably more than anyone
else. I couldn't imagine what my year~ at Subiaco would have been like wilhout her.
IT'S BEEN .... FUN!

Taylor Copsy
When I look at my lime at Subiaco, I think. '·1t couldn't have been four years." It
seems like e ight. Ha ha. I have made mistakes and t11ere are things I will regret. But most of
all I have many memories that will stay with me. I thank everyone who has guided me
along th e riglu paih. Coach Berry. you have been a mentor that deserves recogniLion. Thank
you. Most of all. my family- Mom, Dad. Brandon and all of my grandparents- you ha ve
each impacted my high school career and it was for Lhe better. Subiaco is a challenging
school. IL wkes a lot of effort to make the most ou1 of ii. My friend s have helped me a 101.
Thank you to al l of you. And 10 the underc lassmen. all I can say is good luck. Make 1he
most out of Subiaco and life.
Taylor Copsy

Frederick Black
Well. i1 has been a long three years here. bu1 they have been worth ii. FirSI, I would like to
thank God for his many blessings and for keeping us safe through all the st upid things
we·ve done. Next. I would like thank my parenlS for keeping me here no matter how much
I complained. Jon and Janel Eubanks. thanks for taking care of me while I was here. I
would also like to thank Coach Berry. Coach Timmerman. Coach Tenc leve. Br. Adrian,
Mr. King. Br. Isaac. and Mr.McCaffrey for helping me through all my problems. To all my
dorm buddie,- Vic. J Baby. Aldo. Justin. and Mike- it"s been fun living with you. To all my
Day Dog, - Andrew. Drew. Sean. Neil. Cody, and T-Dawg: thanks for geui ng me off
campus. To all the teachers that have supported me along the way, thanks.
Class of 06', we did ii.
Fred

Li-Tsu "Richard" Chen
The time goes so fast It' s my last year in Subiaco. As I remember. we did a 101
or great Lhings in the laM rew years. We Lried to chall e nge 1he rules to see ir Lhere was a
chance lO change or not. even if we got Saturday detention. That's part orlhe story in our
lifo. When we go. though. there ·s something might be boring. somethi ng might let me feel
happy, or someth ing that made me rea ll y angry. That's my high ~chool lifo - my ow n high
school life. No one can take this memory from me. So I want to thank all the teachers and
my friends. because you created a great high school story for me. Also my family. they
let me see a different world on the earth. and they always e nco uraged me.
Here I really want to tell my parents, even though you complained about everyLhing I
did or always argued with me. I still want to say .. Dad, Mom. I love you. and thank
you for everything you did for me:·

Won Ryong Chung
Now I can understand why people say. 'Time nies as an arrow.'' I am a se ni or and going
to grnduate. Although I was here only two years. I experienced whm Subiaco life wm,.
There were good and bad time, Lhat I can·t even explain. but I grew through lhe limes. I
hope the time that I spent in Subiaco was another turning point in my life. I can't wai1 until
college next year. First. I would like to thank God for all the blessing in my life. Next I
would Like to thank my parents who always loved me, prayed for me. and supported me. I
won·1 forget the times 1hai I spent together with Jason, Leon. and Joon. They are the bes1
friends who alway, consoled me and were happy with me in Subiaco. Finally. I thank all
the teachers who helped and 1augh1 me.
Love and Peace. Won Chung
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Ryan Cravens
We make a li ving by what we ge t, we make a life by what we givc.-Winston Churchill.
Subiaco's Christian morals and great ed ucation have given me not on ly the abilities that
will he lp me make a li vi ng bu1 also the leadership and values that will lead to a life of
cari ng for olhers. I want to thank my parents for raising me to Lhe best or their abilities and
making the correct decisions for my future. I would also like LO thank Coach Berry,
Br. Joe Heath. and Mr. GoetL for not only being good mentors but a lso grea t friends. Most
of all, I wan t to thank my frie nds. We have created memories thaL I will never forget.
Without you all, there is not a chan ce I would be the person I am Laday. I love you g uys
like brothers. God bless.

PAX, I'M OUT
Ryan C. Cravens

Juan DeJesus
Being here at Subiaco for four years. my freshman year went by in a blink of an eye.
Coming here. I wondered how I was going to make it here for four years. I'm here now as a
senior lookin g back at all the fun times we've had together as a senior c lass. First, I want to
thank God for everything. Mom and Dad. thank s a lot for giving me the chance to come here
and putting up with me through the hard times. I want to thank Oscar, Gerson, and Vict0ria
for hel ping me push forward LO make it where I am now. My whole family (au nt s, uncl es,
cousi ns ... ) for being there for me. Al\ the day dogs, thanks for keeping it real. And the
boarders. don"t stop. Keep going. You will make ii. h 's been fun with you (Vic. Fred.
Mike. Nick. Aldo. Justi n, Bummy. Joe. Simon. Allen. Danny). And for the H-town crew.
stick mgether. That Subi project is coming soon.
Juan De Jesus

Andrew Eubanks
I'd like to thank my Father in Heaven for all He has blessed me with and thank my mom
and dad and fami ly for all that they have done for me. I thank all the alumni and the
Subiaco commu nity for making Subiaco the place it is. l thank all of the coaches, teac hers, and monks. Coach Stovall-I don·t know how we s urvived each 01her. To all the
seniors-we did it. We lost some friend s in the journey but gained new ones. All the Day
Dawgs- we've had some fun. All tJ1e Boarde rs- it· s been a blast chillin' with you. Football
and basketball games. camp in g. fi shing, Fayetteville. and hangin' o ut have all made grea1
memories. Fred, Vic- how did we do everything we did? It' s been awesome. I love all of
you g uys. You are so me of the best friends I' ve ever had. Upperc lassmen-keep things
right. Underclassmen-respec1 tradili on.
Andrew Eubanks

Craig Fox

Jae-Sung Lee

First I'd like to thank my family for supporting and giving me the opportunity to go to
Subi. Thanks to all of my teachers who have helped along the way. Thanks to my
friends. especially Dan. Nathan. Jared, Alex. the Beckers. and the rest of you. You all
made my four years at Subi a lot of fun. Thanks to everyone else who has made my
Subi experience one of the best times of my life. Good luck to the rest of the senior
class. I wish you all good luck. For everyone else. hang in there and enjoy Subi whi le
you still can.

Hey fellows! It is finally the time for us to leave! I would like to thank the teachers and
administrarion. J feel all the teachers here have done a great job in preparing me for a
college and funire. Thank you. Mrs. Fox and M.rs. Goetz, for teaching English classes I
trul y enjoyed. To all friends I ha ve made, J hope we can remain friend for a long time,
and I wish you a bright future. Subiaco was definitely an ex traordinary experience for
me and I will utilize thi s experi ence as a base from which to move forward. I wish all lhe
best for the next generations of Subiaco students. Hey, college is going to be so much
fun! Lastl y, I want to thank my parents for their endless love. support and belief in me.

Craig Fox

Jee-Ihin Lee

D avid Hunter
First off. I would like to thank Mom and Dad for everything. Words can't describe how
much you have helped me and how much I love you. Nan and Pop. I love you as big as the
world and I wouldn't change the memories I have had with you or the time we have spent
for anything. To Brian. Jen. Sandy. Brittany. and Kcnzey. I finally made it and thanks for
always being there. To Andre . Rikki. Taylor. Austin. Brandon, Ryan. and the Stuths.
thanks for all the great times. To Br. James. MERRY CHR ISTM AS! To Coach Tencleve
and all the other coaches, thanks for everything you have done for me. To the basketball
team. keep working hard. To the class of ·06, thanks for all the great memories and good
luck. To the underclass men. keep the tradition and spirit alive. If I forgot someone. I'm
sorry but get over il.

Esteem, colleagues. here we are at the point of bidding farewell: all those countless hours I
have spen t with you all will be remembered as a prized and blessed pan of my life. Farewell ! You will be with me in my memories throughout my lire (if not at least for next five
years). I wish you all the best of luck. Thank you. Charlie. for introducing me to th e
religion of Charlieism. Although I am the strict practitioner of the religion of Caffieneism,
thereby could not devote myself Lo the practice of such faith. Si muck, get a grip. Try to get
a good mentor (like me: yeah. I said it) when you go to college. Hyun, watch a lot of
an ime. For those of you whom I do not have space to thank. which I assume you all know. I
am grateful. Then again, farewell.

Peace out

Glory and utmost praise be with her Majesty Shinku,
Jee-lhin Lee

Dave'06

Drew Koch

Kyung Soo "Leon" Lee

Let's see ... First off I want to thank my mom and dad for giving me the opportunity to go
to Subi and for always pushing me 10 be better. Thanks to all the coaches for teaching me
how to be the best I could. Neal. Sean, Oby. Marcus. Eubi. T-dog - a guy couldn't ask for
better friends. Fred. Vic. J-baby. Justin - I had a lot of fun. You rule. And I'd like to
thank God for blessing me with so many great people in my life. And now that rm a
Trojan. I will always bleed Orange & Blue.

Drew Koch

Wow! It' s already my senior year. I can' t believe that I am goi ng to be a college student next
year. First of all, I would like to thank God for all th e blessings he has given me. Also. I
would like to thank my parents for givi ng the opportunity to study abroad and experience
foreign cu lLUre. My best Korean buddies - Jason. Won and Joan - you guys are the most
awesome dudes I've ever met. Because you guys were always there with me. I could endure
numerous hardships at Subiaco. With you three guys, I've had so much fun and I am never
going to forger the memorable moments playing pool and having Korean food parties.
Lastly, I would like to thank Mrs. Fox. Mrs. Goetz. Mr. Kinney, Br. Joe and Fr. Timothy for
helping me with my academics.

God bless the class of '06
Leon Lee

Brandon Kyle
First and foremost, I must thank God for the many blessings. Mom and Dad. thanks for
always being there. for supponing me. and making me the person I have become. I want to
make bolh of you proud. Lindsey, thanks for being a great little sister. And to all th ose at
the table: You guys are the greatest. you·ve helped me through the good times and bad. We
were always there for each other. You guys welcomed me as a new sophomore and have
been my best friends every since. Thanks for putting up with my nerdiness. Were finally
graduating! Thanks ... Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Goetz. You guys are the greatest. You·ve
taught me so much. You truly teach your faith and values by example. Also. thanks to the
Alexander . You are all great. You accepted me into your home as if I were family. Your
ho pitaliry and generosity is amazing. To the Graduating C lass of 2006: Congrats.
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Richard Maness

Victor Mendoza
One more class has left its mark on Subiaco. and one more generation of Subi men will
leave its mark on the world. God has called us Lo this wonderful place and il is He
who has guided us through our stay. I wou ld like Lo thank Coac h Tencleve for always
being there for me. I would also like Lo thank my teachers and the whole faculty for
making my high ~chool career so enjoyable. Most imponantly. I would like 10 thank
my family. Ma. Pa. Yayis. Oscar and Luis: I love you guys and thank you so much
for your suppon. I wou ld also like Lo drnnk Mr. and Mrs. Eubanks for Laking care of
me. feeding me, and providing me with a home away from home. Now, for the

rm

going to miss all the member~ who didn't make it. and for tho~e
original crew.
who did (Andrew and Fred), I love you guys. No maner how far our paths will Lake
us. we will always be Subi friends.
Victor Mendoza
Class of '06

Andres Ramirez
You kno". it is kind of weird to finally be here. I thought I would be an underclassman
forever and ever Amen. Richard, thanks for making me laugh witJ1 your burned ou t self.
Mike and Mark. thanks for helping me out last year. Gel ready to go on a world tour. Ms.
Freerksen. thanks for everything. Mr. Goetz, you are the most patient man ever. Work on
your guitar chops so we can play when I come back. Dave-o. take care and keep on being
an awe\ome guy. Mr. King. Br. Isaac. you two are the best deans I could have asked for.
Coach Pugh and Coach Stovall. thank you for teaching me how to be beuer at the sport I
will always love. All of you take care. and I will be back. Most imponantly of all. Mom
and Dad, thank you for making a sacrifice to send me here. rII never forget what you have
done for me. To everyone else ... ROCK O !! Trojan spirit lives forever. VIVA MEXICO
Andres J Ramirez Herrera ·06
P.S. : Subi. J' II be sure to come over here when I'm famous.

Aldo Rivera
Finally. it is almost over. Well. I want to thank God and my mom for making my journey
through high school possible. I also want to thank Br. Isaac and Mr. King for understanding and caring and for taking care of second noor. I want to say to the H-town crew, '·See
you in Houston."' I still can't believe that my time in Subiaco has almost come to an end,
but I am looking forward to what it is next. To my Olher friends. thanks for playing FIFA
and for taking time out of your li fe to wake me up so I could go to class on time. For the
underclassmen, my advice is to enjoy the time here in Subiaco and always respect seniors.
Keep tradition going.
Peace
Aldo Rivera

Charlie Sanderson
Without the suppon of my mom. dad. and God I would never have been able to get through
the past four years. Thank you, Mom and Dad, for all the help you two gave to me.
Thanks. Jay, for letting me get addicted to MounLain Dew. Thanks. Richard and Francis.
for all the noodles you guys gave me. There are many more people to thank but there isn't
enough room so "'Thank You·· to all those 1hm deserve one. Peace be with you and good
luck to all the underc lassmen. (You guys will need it.)

Cody Schlutennan
I'd like to thank all of the seniors in my class who stuck together during hardship,. Those
who supported me. I wish to truly thank. I wou ld like to pass on Lo Gabriel Becker my
Halo skills. May he shipe and frag many a NOOB. To Mike Becker. my awesome ninja
skills. May he catch that Lechnicolor squirrel. To my brothers. I relinquish the rule of 405
. Subiaco Ave., the Reeves residence. To Luke Ahearn. I pa~s on the rule or the night.
For those who don't get these jokes. my sense of humor. I would like lo th ank traditi on.
Without it. I would not be the man I am today. On a final note. All your base are belong

The four years at Subiaco have been greal. I wou ld like to !)tart out th ank ing God and my
parents for making it possible for me 10 come to Subiaco and to help a family tradition of
com ing to Subiaco. I also wan t to thank my family for helping me keep working at my
grades. I want to thank the coaches for helping me and my teammares fight through the
good and bad. The seniors before me taught me a lot abou t leadership. I want to thank God
ugain for keeping all of my friends and me safe from all of the stupid things that we have
done. Underclassmen, make th e best of il.
Cody Schluterrnan (AK.A White - Rat)

Daniel Reeves

Patrick Richards
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I want 10 thank my mom and dad for letting me go and a big thanks to my grandpa for
pa, ing the way and being very helpful. It is hard to believe it is finally over and I am
leaving. I delinitely cannot forget to thank all my teachers who put up with me and helped
me pass high school. Thanks a lot. I want to thank all the boarders - like Ju stin. Juan.
Nick, Michael. Richard. Victor. Vaca and Fred - who helped me and were my friends.
And r also \\Ont 10 thank the day students like eal. Cody. Sean. Andrew, Cravens. Drew,
and everyone else. Hope you have good luck in the future and hope you all become rich
and famous. Thanks for the awesome years together. Peace out.
Good luck.
Patric~ Richards

Nathan Schlutennan
Well, guys we made it, four long years at Subi' The best four years of my life. I would
like to thank God and my parents for sending me here. I love them for giving me the
opponunity to receive a VERY good ed ucation that wi ll help me through my life. I would
like to thank Lhe coaches for teaching me footba ll and getting me in to s hape , both off and
on the field. Also, thanks to the teachers for teaching me and laking the time to come to
this wonderful place. I will a lways remember Subiaco Academy and the friends that I
have made here.
TROJAN FOR LIFE! !!ll11!!'!11!! !!!!!!!! !
'06 RULES!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nathan Schluterman

Neal Schluterman

Marcus Wewers

Thank , Mom and Dad. for letti ng me go to Subi and puttin g up with me the whole
time. Thanks for being on my case the whole Lime even though I did n't l ike il. ... it
all paid off. Coach Berry. tha nks a mi ll ion for helping me ou t and Leachi ng me
discipline and keeping me out of trouble. Cody, Marc us. Drew. Sea n ... eno ugh said.
Loi. It's been real and it"s been fun but this time I th ink we ca n say it's bee n real fu n.
Doug. Quinton. I know it's going to be hard but someone has to rill our s hoes at Subi.
Ryan, Taylor. Austin. Brandon, Nick. Mic hael - thanks fo r picki ng me up whe n I was
down. Pat. well you·re just a big nu ffy teddy bear. a gentle giant. but you st il l kept
Subi interesting. Freddie, Eubi, Vic - keep it real. Rikky and Andres, keep on rocking
out and tell me when you ge t your first record deal. Craigaford, th anks for teachi ng
me Pre-cal when I slept the day before. Justin J-Baby,
keep it up. Hope to see all or you again some time soon.
Neal Schluterman

T he last fo ur years o r my lire have been spent here, and what a ride it's bee n. Thank
you, God, fo r a ll ow in g me Lo have such a wonderfol ex peri ence. Mo m, th anks for a lways
pushin g me to do rig ht. Dad, fo r a lways guidin g me and bei ng with me, a nd Jac k fo r always
s upporting me. Mitc h. th anks fo r pavi ng th e way fo r me a nd always being a good frie nd . To
a ll my Day Dogs - Cody, Nea l, Sean, Drew and Eubi , we had a 101 of fun and I will never
fo rget a ll the good times. Cravens, T ay lor, Bra nd on and Austin: it woul d n' t have been the
same wi th ou t you guys. Football team. thanks fo r all the memori es. And las tl y to a ll the
senio rs. es pec iall y th e fo ur-year men, I w ill mi ss a ll or you. Th anks fo r everything.
Congrat ul ati o ns and good luck. T rojan ro r li fe.
Marc us Wewers # 15

Michael Stuth

Man' It is done! It is over! All 1he hard work I've put into these four years has paid off. I
would like to THANK GOD for helping me through these four years. Bu, the people who
helped me the most would have to be all my boarder friends and all my day stude nt friends.
You guys know who you are. I also tha nk my family for coach ing me through these four
year~. Chad and Debbie. thanks for letting Nick and me come over to your house so much. I
don·t how I would have gotten through the last two years if I hadn' t gone over there!
Finally I want to thank all my monk friends for helping me through these fo ur years too. To
my best friends remember the cabin, the graveyard. small mounta ins. and the shop.
To everyone: REMEMBER TO RESPECT SENIORS AND TRADITI ON.
··Q6 Mike Stuth

Austin Willis
It was run . I have to th ank Mom and Dad and , or course. my fri ends.
Keep it rea l.
Austin Will is

Sean Wright

Nick Stuth
Finally! I made it! I didn· , thi nk I would but I did! Thank God for givi ng me 1he end ura nce
to go all the way. It trul y has been fun bu t not fu n without hardshi ps. We had some good
times and some risky Limes bu t in the end we all came out bette r for it. First or all. I woul d
like to thank my family: my grandparents, Mom, Dad, al l my brothers and sis ters and
especiall y Michae l who has been the re with me th ro ugh it all. I wou ld also li ke to thank the
Copsys for their generosity and hospi ta lity. Coach Berry, thank you fo r your gu idance. God
knows I needed i1. Maybe someday I wi ll learn to throw a ball straight. Last bul defin i1ely
not least. I wou ld like 10 thank al l my frie nds. You know who you are. Yo u made it worth
coming back each year.
Subiaco: Keep it real. I'm out. ...
-Peace-

Victor Villatoro
We have made it for four years. I would like to thank the people thai made it possible fo r
me to be here. especially my mom for everythi ng she has done. Four years have gone by
fast. so to all the underclassmen, you're almost done. Shout o uts to all the H-town people
and all the people who were there in the good and in the bad times, through boring and fun
time~. you know who you are. To those who remain. hope you survive and do as much as
you can because time mes here at Subiaco. Ma n. it fee ls good to be done. you know what
rm saying because I get to go back to my cantona homes. So I guess I'll be headed out w ith
the 0(Jood and the bad memories that will never die. Peace out a nd good lu ck to a ll.
Victor Vi ll atoro
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Wow! It see ms like yes terday th at I was reading last year" s se ni o r write- ups.
and now it
is my turn .
Fi rst, I would like to thank God. And the n my pare nts fo r se nd in g me here
and neve r giving up o n me and pushin g me to th e end. I wo uld like to thm1k the rest o f my
fam il y fo r all of the ir support , es peciall y Heidi . I do n' t think anyone full y und erstands me
except her. Drewski, Nea l. Eub i. Cody ··White Rat:' Marcus '·S tring Bean:' Tay lo r "TDawg," A usti n - we have been th rough the good times and the bad - but mo re good than
bad. A nd to all my boys ·'on 1he hill " - Freddi e. Vic. Ju an, Justin- we lost a coup le. 0 we ll.
we made it the best w ithout them. A lso to all the coaches, it was a plus ha vin g yo ur
s upport. If I ever needed anythin g. I could co me to you all. I do no t 1hink I would have
wan ted to spend my fo ur years anywhe re e lse. We ll, eve ryone, it' s bee n run . The real fun
is j ust abo ut to begi n. To my fa mil y. do1ft worry. I will make you pro ud. To everyone
else, thi s is it. l°M O UT.

Simuck "Francis" Yuk
We ll .. it's been fo ur years sin ce I ca me Lo thi s American boardin g sc hool.
Lots or things happe ned arou nd me. I cann ot te ll that th e life in S ubi was always fun and
j oy. T here were hards hi ps and d iffic ulti es I had to overcome. But I can assure that S ubi li fe
will be one or Lhe me morable parts in my lire. Fo r me, it is hard to be li eve th at thi s is my
last year in S ubi and the fin al door step to co ll ege. I wo uld reall y li ke to th ank my father
and mother who gave me a chance to visit and attend Subiaco. Th anks lo all those teachers
who he lped me in vari ous subjects and thanks Lo my fri ends who gave me uni q ue ex periences in li re. Oh. for the underc las mcn, keep the Su bi traditi on a li ve.

r:low:

Standing on the swinging bndge at Marylake Monastery, Christopher Murray(l0), Don Goetz(!!), and John Zagurski(ll)

take rn the spectacular view of the l,1ke that they had hours earlier been canoeing on The Benet Club takes a yearly retreat to this

Carrnelite monastery south of Little Rock._

The school year starts with the traditional ring ceremony. This year's senior class had 32 students, of
which 14 were day students and of the 18 boarding

Nall,an Willems moves the
flow of Mass along by volunteer,ng to lector. Lectoring
took much skill as well as

"I enjoy the
sign of
peace. It

seven were international.

makes me

feel at peace
will, my
enemies."

I

Gabriel Becker
(11)

"lthink
that people
should go
to church
all the time
cause it
won't hurt
anyone."

William Stehle _J
(10)

" I like to
sing for
praise of
God. It's
really fun."

Christopher Rehm
(11)

Left: Students and faculty
gall, er every Wednesday
afternoon for Mass. More
than just a break from
classes, Mass provided a
time of fellowship and
thanks.

gatlie.r
cnurch
atthe

"I have a/'wm1s been

impressed by 'the
sight of people
coming fonL>ard to
receive the Eudzarist. I like the image
of 11s movillg
together towards
God."
Mr. Roy Goetz

The Benet Club i a group devoted to
the study of religion. The members tend
to be more active in the church, volunteering to be lectors and servers and eucharistic ministers.

The Benet Club took a retreat October
15-16 to Marylake, a Carmelite monastery
south of Little Rock.
The three students who attended were
Don Goetz (11 ), John Zagurski (11) and

Christopher Murray (10). When they
arrived they got a tour of the grounds,
which consisted of the monastery, lake,
and a suspension bridge.
Over the two days 11,e club prayed
with the monks three times a day, as is

the tradition. At mealtime the members
cooked their own meals, which was an
experience all in itself, and they served
breakfast to the friars of the monastery.

Serving at Mass is a great, helpfu l task. Most servers, like To help pass the tin,e before the start of Mass, Fr. Hugh chats
Michael Moore(9),cametochurchearly to light the candles with Deacon Roy Goetz about the past and how wonderful
around the altar and to take care of 11,e other tasks.
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those times were.

deepmthe

A student
blew up the
microwave

and
Mkhael
Gaskell had
to get it out
with the
fire extinguisher.
Brad
Oglevie (11)

dorm blues

It ain't easy . Nobody claimed it would be, but sometimes it was
surprising just how lonely and difficult the whole situation could get.
Surviving in the dorms takes a lot from a young man. Most of the
teenaged donning students came from families of one or two children.
Parents cared for, provided for, and loved him. He was often the center
of a very small world.
When these boys hit the dorms on Saturday, Aug. 13, that sheltered,
secure life disappeared. [n its place came challenges, a push to independence and call for tolerance.
Gone was the privacy. Only a few had the luxury of a private room.

When
people
scare me,
it's not
funny
when it
happens
but when l
look back
on it]
laugh.

Even for those, privacy was no guarantee. Deans came in, visitors

I don't like when we go to bed at
ten because sometimes I have no
time to study for my test.
Je-Dong Ryu (9)

Michael
Hickey (11)
Best thing
to happen
in the dorm

popped in and out, often
uninvited. And the
bathroom - that most
private of all places forget any notion of
dignity and solitude. No
mom was around to

"/felt
oblignted to
give my
services
to my
C0/11111/lllity

ns n dean
of the
Academy."
Br. Isaac
Youker

restock with toilet tissue,

tooU1paste, deodorant,
soap .
That became the teenaged boy's responsibility.
Got a problem at home? Call on dad to fix it. Not here. If the
airconditioning or heating doesn't work, tough it out for a while. Someone will get around to it. Sooner or later.
So life was tough at times. You endured. You became stronger. You
proved there was truth in the saying that what doesn't kill you only
makes you stronger.

is to make

friends and
watch and
learn

different
cultures of
different
countries.
Je-Dong
Ryu (9)

The
funniest
thing that
has
happened
is when
we
pennied
people's
door shut.
Juan De
Jesus (12)

,,

ARather than going to a barber shop regularly, boarding
students cut each other's hair to save both time and
money. Hyun Park (11) uses clippers over the trash can and
cuts the hair of Gunhee Yang (11).

Dorm life is the life of gaming. Just ask Ellis Mathieu
(9) and Robby Porter (9) as they play a video game.

No freshman in Heard •
Hall, Like Cooper White,
had free, unsupervised
study halls for the first
quarter.

time after studyhall,
ti The
for some, is gig time.
Joshua Stewart (9) vacuums the hall as his gig.
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leadin

5

Reasons~ : !
a new roommate

the

1. You've got a 100 people coming to
your room - all looking for him.

2. Your room starts to smell funny & it's
not you.

The senior year rolls around and the opportw1ity
arises to be a proctor or resident ass istant. Some take on

the job for its privileges- after all, most of us really like
that word. Privileges, say it again. It feels good.
But dorms don't function weU if its leaders are more
interested in the privilege than in the job.
There is a job that must be
done - a job with plenty of "Proctors
duties. Senior Charlie
f11fill the role
"Charlie has been
Sanderson knew that
of being
when he signed on. He
am azing. His paanother hand
admits to giving lots of
for the
tience and good
gigs to the freshmen in
residential
atti tude make him
Heard HaU .
deans. A
an ideal RA Charlie
"Anything yo u can pu t proctor 11111st
a 'too' in front," he
does a good job of
/Jave Subiaco
continued, was ca use for
Academy in
keeping his door
gig work: too loud,
mind at nil
open and walking
staying up too late, too
times and
arow1d to make sure much talking during
realize the
all is in order."
study haU, too late on the
importance of
phone.
what it means
Mr. Michael
Being a proctor withto ben
O'Brien
out giving gigs, he said,
Trojan."
was much like being a
traffic cop without giving out a ticket or two.
Mr. Greg
"If you don't teach them the right way, they'll never
Timmerman
learn the right way," he said.

1. Hb music drowns out yours.

-!. You nm out of deodorant & shampoo
& lotion - cause someone else keeps
using your supply.
5. He hog, the phone line.

Missing breakfast could mean Saturday
detention. Bruce lrico (10) wakes up his
roommate Soo-Min Lee (10).

BRUCE IRICO
My roommate came to our room
and made fun of me wrth his
friends. I got mad and we had a
short but loud argument.,.

• Why be a proctor?
•

(10)

"We got gigs five times because
our room was dirty. l thought he
made the room dirty, and he
thought I made the room dirty.
We argued over who made it
duty."

"I wanted to be a proctor
because I Like to help little
freshmen."

"I like being a proctor. I like
freshmen. They are cheerful and
happy all the tin,e."

TOM GRADY (111
"When we have to do laundry,
we always argue about who
goes 10 the laundry room and
does the laundry. lt 1s sometimes
the big argument with my
roommate.~

ck

~My roommate used my stuff. It
made me mad, so I told him not to
use my stuff. Although I told him

not to use my things, he still used
my stuff."

"I can go to bed whenever I
want. As a proctor, I enjoy
controlling sophomores."

A ldo Ri vera(12)

" Proctoring gives me responsibil ity. It makes me love school
more."

Juan De Jes us(12)

by
More
Brother Pairs

ood

Michael (12) and
Nick (12) Stuth
Holden (11) and
Philip (9) Glass

For many who attend Subiaco Academy, the first days are
terrifying, being in a new place without friend or family,
without any idea of where to go or what to do. The whole

Rikki (12) and
Sean (11) Maness

Subiaco experience is quite frightening.

Except for a growing number of students. Their first
acquaintance with Subiaco was not as a new student. For them

Subiaco Academy was a familiar name and place. After all,
others in their famjJy had been
there before them.
Matthew Sharum (10) will
be a fourth-generation gradu"Subiaco Academy is ate of Subiaco: Dad Leo in
a family tradition. It
1979; grandfather Maurice in
1940; and greatgrandfather
is a great place to get
Lawrence in 1920. Brother Jeff
an education."
graduated in 2005.
Matthew
Josh Reeves, a ninth grader,
was not too intimidated by
Subiaco Academy in his first
trip. Not after all the stories
his father Bruce ("84) had told of good times and great lessons.
And besides, two brothers were there to lend a familiar face:
Daniel (12) and Andrew (11). Talk about living in a home

•
The Schluterman tradition is alive and well with
brothers Neal (12)and Doug
(11). Their father Leon
graduated in 1977. Currently seven Schlutermans
attend Subiaco, all in the
junior and senior levels.
B.j. Moore (11) says
•
goodbye to one brother
but kept another, Michael,
with him at Subiaco.
Michael is in the ninth grade.
B.J. said, "Being a boarder, I
have become more responsible, more sociable and
more self-driven."
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KYLE

&

KEVIN WEWERS

These twin juniors share several
traits: they both prefer to go to
bed late, they do not fold and put
away their laundry, they do not
prefer to sleep in a made bed;
and they are both athletic.

FRANCIS

&

ANDREW YUK

Francis and Andrew like the
American tradition of Saturday as
a free day away from classes.
Francis , a senior, enjoys having
his young brother, a freshman, at
school since his brother ~encouraged me when I was depressed.
That helped a lot."

"{Being a
bonrde,-J has
let 111e live
nway from
ho111e n11d get
ready for
college life. I
hnve someone
!,ere to share
w/znt I t/zi11k,
... nnd they
111ostly
agree."

away from home. For the Reeves boys, Sub iaco may some-

Josh Reeves

times feel like it.

(9)

GABE & MICHAEL BECKER
Gabe and Mike, both juniors,
have some differences. Gabe is
an early riser; Mike prefers late
fights. Gabe likes junk food; Mike
eats healthy. Gabe likes English;
Mike prefers math. Mike is an
introvert; Gabe is an extrovert.

ANDY & RICHARD CHEN
Richard and Andy agree that
being boarders has made them
more independent. Even though
Andy says, "I need to do things by
myself," he and Richard often go
to games, play basketball at the
gym or eat downtown together.

Benjamin (11) and Daniel (10) Harrison are firstyear students. Home-sd,ooled in Pine Bluff, the
two brothers now room together and continue

their tradition of a tight-knit family.
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Bottom: Simon Cortez, Jae-Hong Lee, Jun-Bum Park, Patrick Rid1ards, Victor
Villatoro, Simuck Yuk, Juan Dejesus, Victor Mendoza, Ho-Jun Hwan g, Woong-Pyo
Hong, Michael Hickey, Fernando Jimenez, Je-Ho Lee, Jae-Kyung Lee, Hyun-Kuk
Park, Simseok Yu k, Jee-thin Lee, Hunter Chen, Alan Tsai, Chui-Jong Lim, Gunhee
Yang, Andrea Kim, Young-Min Lee, Ald o Rivera, Young-Jin Choi, Andy Chen, YenNien Chen, Richard Chen, Jae-Sung Lee, Won Chung, Sung-Jun Park.

Many of the international students enroUed at Subiaco
Academy began their education in the United States as part
of the foreign exchange student program. In the exchange
student program, the student lives with an American family, the host family, while attending a school in the states.
Hyun-Kuk Park (11) attended a sd1ool in Florida, GunHee Yang (11) in
JaeMichigan,
Kyung Lee (10) and
Sw1g-Kee Ahn (11) in
"We know each other as
Ohio, Chui-Jong Lim
much as real brothers do."
(10) in Texas, JeSoo-Mi n Lee (10)
DongRyu (9) in Minnesota, Ricky Tang
(11) in Montana,Sam
Yoon (11) in Oklahoma, Won Chung (12) in Wi consin,JeeIhin Lee (12) in Washington, and Soo-Min Lee (10) and
Sung-Jun Park (11) in Arkansas.
Mo t will agree the exchange program proved difficult.
"Living with an American family was fun and memorable
but it required me to have the manner of a guest. Jt was hard
to get used to," said Hyun-Kuk Park (11).
Soo-Min Lee (10) had an exceptional relationship with
his ho t family, one that continues at Subiaco Academy.
Bruce lrico (10) and his family hosted Soo-Min last school
year in Little Rock. Together the twoenroUed and continued
a special relationship as roommates.
"We' ve been sharing a lot of memories together; we
know each other as much as real brothers do," said Soo-Min.

The growing enrollment of Korean students has made them
a big part of Subiaco Academy. There are 27 Kore ans, 21 of
whom came from Seoul, the capital of Korea.
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"I represent

the U.S.
with pride
and lam

glad I am in
CASA
club."
B.J. Moore (11)

Q.Jestion
and
Answers

" As l am

of Indian
descent, it

is only
right that I

Wlzat is your favorite American tradition?

represent

my roots
and my
Fernando Jimenez (11)

cu lture."

"My favorite American tradition is Christmas because it
gives me a chance to visit
home in Mexico.,,

Joseph
Thomas
(11)

my

" I t's nice to

Alan Tsai (10)

be in the
CASA dub
and repreent the

"My favorite one is HalJoween
because I can get a lot of candy
and chocolates."

Simseok Yuk (10)

Emils
Rigano (9)

"My favo rite tradition is
Christmas because I can get a
lot of presents."

-· J

Seven students li ve in Mexico and another three have
dose Mexican ancestry. Many are choosing to stay until
graduation.

Ricky Tang {11), the only
01ine e student, was an
honor student.

Fo,cr students from Taiwan all have the sa me Victor Villatoro (12), Juan Dejesus (12),
last name, Chen: Yen Nien (11), Hunter (9), Simon Cortez (1 1), and Aldo Rivera (12)
have at least one parent from Hond uras . .is
Richard (12) and his brother Andy (9).

International students a re as
involved in school elections as

The favo rite

their American friends are.

dress down day. Student
Council sponsored two
s uch days exp licitly fo r
hurricane relief funds .

John Zagurski checks James
Lee's name for participating
Knowing where to tum for
help is often a key to success. in the junior class election.
The Library became an often
visited pot for after school
help sessions.

raising money is with a

Student Council Members Back row: Reggie Hovas, Bill H eil, Brad
Oglevie, Donald Goetz, Chris Gattis, Holden Glass, John Zagurski, Juan
Dejesus, Michael Gaskell, Jordan Pridgin, Justin Alvarez, Taylor Copsy,
Patrick Vollmer, Alex Schluterman, Baykal Altiner, Andrew Eu banks.
Front row: Joseph Post, McKenz ie Wright, Robby Porter, Seth Buckman,
B. J. Moore, Sung Kee Ahn.

It's always crazy juggling time and duties. There isn' t enough
time to do al l the things that need to be done. And still there are
those who do more. Those who give of themselves for others.
The nation shined this yea r as people and states opened their
wa llets, hearts and doors to help those who suffered from Hurrica ne Katrina. The

devastation was

"The Student Council sponsored a
collection for Hurricane Relief
and the Subiaco co111111unity,
including the students, faculty,
and monks, all responded well. I
was happy with the results."
Andrew Eubanks (12)
Student Council elections are
important; after all, the young
men selected represent the student body. Even for freshmen, Like Miguel Elizondo and
Scott Morton, voting was an
honor.
After athletic games or on
Bunkerstube
weekends,
workers are crucial for students. They are dedicated to
serving nacks and food to
soothe students' starvation.

-!6

President of
Student Council

I

incredible. Schools
closed, famili es we re
in ruin. Li ves were

lost. Here at Subiaco
all were safe.
The storm rein-

forced the id ea that
those who have give.

We welcomed these
students
with open
arms and
open hearts.
We felt like
the ven;
least we
could do was
to provide
these
families with
a safe and
secure
/eami11g
environment
for the
children.

Serving others was an

honor this year, a
form of thanksgiving
for our blessings.
Three students
from the New Orleans area enrolled
here after the devas-

Mr.
Michael

Berry

tation of Hurricane Katrina wiped out their schools.

Ellis Mathieu, a ninth grader from New Orleans, had a hard
time overcom ing the hardships of Hurricane Katrina. Along with
the loss of his school and home, he was sudden ly sepa rated from
his family and he lost his cat. He wa welcomed at Subiaco. He,
like the other two students, survived the ordea l and sucessfully
made a great yea r through hardships.

•

1ng
serf
ot11ers
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I LIKE

mYJ:oov

zy

"PB and J
is easy and

good to
eat."

Growing boys and food. Some seem to need an awful Jot. How does a healthy
appetite get enough to eat at a boarding school with no fast food place in town and no
mom handy to whip up a snack?
Some load up at lunch, going back for seconds or even thirds. After all, it might be
another five hours before the next meal. It's safer to stock up for the long stretch.
It is a difficult task to meet the food tastes of over 150 yow1g men. Nobody can
please everybody in the food line, but the kitchen staff has done an exceptional job
this year. No one shou ld leave the cafeteria at noon hungry. Some studen ts fill up at
the salad bar and with fruit or a standard peanut butter and jelly sandwich. The hot
food line in the cafeteria, though, offers a second selection to the main meal. This line
is crowded with students waiting for a refill of these foods. In truth, the staff is
serving two main dishes at each lunch.
What other high school cafeteria gives
such a wide election?
"Seems like they're always
Food shipment from home are
hungry up in the dorms. Like
another way students survive the food
crunch. Staple goodies like soups,
the study hall just takes it out of
noodles and crackers tide some stuthem ."
dents over in the after hours and
Br. Adrian Strobel
weekends. Moms are loved even more
when a food package awaits dear
loving son in the mail room. The
shipment that Seung Min Baek (10) receives is kindly shared with his friends as they
prepare a feast about once every month or more often.
There are the pizza runs on the weekends and U,e stocks of groceries kept by Br.
Adrian Strobel and Br. James Lindsey in Heard Hall for a late night boost before
bedtime. And there are lots of pizza runs, El Parian runs and Sonic runs.
Little reason, it seems, to go hungry.

Patrick
Richards
(U)

"l have to
eat cereal
before l go
to bed
every night.
It's like a
part of my
daily
routine."

Chris Gattis
(11)

"I like
home
cooked,
warm

food. I've
got bad
eating
habits.
Joshua
Stewart (9)

"!don't
usually eat
breakfast,
but I eat a
big lunch,
and sometimes I
don' t eat
supper."

he one food I can 't live without

BBQ sauce in mashed

Lucas Bauer
(10)

"I love
eating. I
eat a Jot.
I'll eat
anything.
I can't do
without
meat."

Brad Boal
(9)
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ice cream on top of

milk and orange juice
rice and ranch dressAbove: Even as late as Wednesday, October 18, the temperatures were in the90s. The kitchen staff took advantage of the ketchup on green
warm weather and served up the burgers and hot dogs in beans
the South Park. Seniors Sean Wright, Drew Koch and Fred
Black, along with junior Bum Park, load on the condiments. mayonaise on corn on
the cob

Michael Hickey - any form of potatoes
Jonathon Callahan - litchi
Alberto Zertuche - salad
Arnold Yang - T-bone steak
Joshua Dunham - Dr. Pepper

GOH/\ HI\ Vt m

Far left: The Monday morning arrival of
this food package fo r Luke Ahearn drew
compliments of "Mom really knows
how to pack." Stuffed inside were
Oreos, canned tuna, snack crackers.
Left: The Fall Break trip afforded U1ese
underclassmen- Miguel Elizondo,
jonaU1on Callahan and Harrison Kimthe chance to try out some cooking
skills.
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GAMES
people

PLAY

What's
The Student Union provides students a
perfect place to watch athletic games and
movies together on weekends.

GOING ON

in the Student Union?
Results based on
student survey.

rack 'em
u
p

"I like first
person
shooters and

any of the

The Student Union is a room for killing time, for most who use it.
Students frequently come by after lunch and during the T.A. to play
games - pool, ping pong, and foosball- and to watch T.V.
"The Student Union is one of the most comfortable places on Subi

shooter games

- especially the
kind you got
to pilot
something.
My all time

campus," said junior Sam

favorites are

Armored Core

and Ace
Combat
games."

boys

Jee- hin
Lee (12)

"T like RPG
(role
playing
games),
because I
like the
idea of
being
someone
else."
John
Zaguiski
(11)

Yoon.
Of all the games available
in the Student Union, pool is
" I think if someone fixed it up then
the one that always has a line
the students would be proud of it
of students wa iting for their
and take care of it."
turn to play. Since more than
two players can play at one
Cameron
time, pool is a sociable game.
Montgomery (11)
Cameron Montgomery (11),
one of the best pool players at
Subi, lea rned his pool and ping pong skills at a YMCA daycamp he
attended every summer from the age of 5 to 10.
Even though Cameron enjoys playing pool in the Student Union,
he also complains about the quaLity of equipment in the room. "The
condition is pretty bad, although it could be worse."
The administration recognizes the value of a nice hang out spot for
students. Everybody needs a place to hang out and enjoy themselves.
For the students, that place is often the Student Union.
It is a place of camaraderie. Students get together playing games
during spare time, watching T.V. on weekends, and helping others
with study and homework. Upperclassmen and underclassmen
mingle, opposing each other at the pool table, discussing homework,
comparing ideas, learning new ones.

"I like
action

games

"I see students in there all the time playing pool, ping-pong or
doing homework together. It is a good place to spend time with
friends," said Benjamin Harrison (11).

because

they are
spectacular!"

Reggie
Hovas (10)

Homework draws students
to the tables in the Student
Union. Students discuss,
help, and share information
to get assignments finished
efficiently.

so

Students take their official mug shots annually in the
Student Union. These senior pictures will join those of
previous classes and hang on the wall as the Class of 2006.

Playing pool in the Student Union is partofSubi life. Life isn't
always about work and athletics. Sometimes we put our hats
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on a Little crooked and just enjoy the fellowship.

Right: Seniors lead the Friday afternoon
pep rallies held each week during football
season outside the Main Building. David
Hunter said, "We have a great cheering
section. It's always fun to support the
school."
Rig ht: Doug
Schluterman (11) and
Danny Adams (1 I) roll
across the grass. These

spend with
my paren ts.

students, and many

others, spent TA outside
on the benches playing,
observing other , and
monkeying around.

Cameron

Montgomery(11)
At home I
love to pl ay

Life under the shade tree is simple and pleasant. The fifty-year-old
water oak spreads its branches offering ample shade for all in need of
comfort. The largest tree on campus, it is conveniently placed in front
of the Main Building, where visitors can view the majestic ight of
Subiaco Abbey, where students can top to rest between or after
where
classes,
groups gather to plan

basketba ll
outside and
swim in the
summer, and

just ha ng out
w ith friends.

evening activities, or

John
Zagmski
(11)

"I like
sitting
under the
shade tree.
In pring or
ummer, it's

cooler and
it doesn't
feel so
confining
like in the
dorms."

"It's a wa ter oak. It was planted
where some stop to
about fifty years ago when they
simply relax.
The shade tree is
renovated the front drive."
loved by students
Fr. Hugh Assenmacher
because it provides a
comfortable place to
break from studying
and to have a good conversation. "I like sitting under the shade tree. In
spring or summer it's cooler and it doesn't feel so confining like in the
dorms," said John Zagurski (11).
Another draw for this location becomes obvious on weekends. "It's
a great place for phone reception," said Zagurski. With cell phones
back in the tudents' hands for the weekend, many go outside to U1e
benches to speak to friends and loved ones.
Under the tree, the tudents not only spend their spare time but also
wait- for the Wal-l\llartor mall bus orfora ride toa restaurant or a ride
home. Some sit here and watd1 others take on the challenge of wa ll
ball.
Water oaks can live up to500years,soeven though the tree out front
is rather large now, it is certainly not finished growing. TI1e enjoyment
of sitting under its branches will continue possibly for many generations.

d
s a e tree
life

theh
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Michael
Gas kell
(11)
Extreme
scootering.

My friends
and I grab
our scoo te.rs

and go
scootering

down big
hills at
night. It is a

grea t
adrenalin e
rush.

Seung Min
Baek (10)

I like to go to
bookstores

because I can
read many
lovely novels
fo r free!

FAVORITE

outdoor
ACTIVITIES

on.the

road

TRUJAN

One time
"At the mall ,

again

while we were
having lunch

once with my
friends, four

girls came up to
us. They asked
Alberto for his

Getting 114 teenagers from place to place sounds like a full-time job. And
sometimes it seems like it to the Dean of Men Greg Timmerman, who coordinates
transportation.
"It is a job that is extremely important since we are dealing with minor students
who need the guidance of adults," said Mr. Timmerman.
There are plenty of demands on the vehicles of Subiaco Abbey and Academy. Every
dayacarorvanmakestwo trips to Fort Smith to pick up Henry Sayre (11) and Matthew
Sharum (10). Other students are picked up en route.
Sports games and break trips require special service from those with COL licencse.
On the hill, there are seven men who are qualified to drive buses. Drives to DalJas for
Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter Break are often thrown in the lap of Br. Jude
Schmitt or Fr. Leonard Wangler. Fr.
Leonard drove the Christmas bus to
Dallas, flew back to the Little Rock
"The safety and security of our
airport, then drove that bus back to
students is the number one
Subiaco. What a schedule!
priority and these people [bus
Another transportation concern is
the weekend testing thathappensabout
drivers] help us so much that a
ten times through the school year. Resisimple thank you is insufficient."
these
for
dential deans are on notice
Mr. Greg Timmerman
drives.
Almost weekly, a bus travels to the
Fort Smith mall or to Clarksville WalMart for shopping trips. This activity allows the boarders to get away from the daily
life of school. Br. Paul Edmonston drove for most of these trip . He just figured it into
his weekend schedule.
And who takes care of the vehicles that take students back and forth? That job
belongs to Br. Eric Loran, who keeps the Academy vehicles running at top notch.

phone number,
but he didn' t
remember it.

Too bad for
him.''

Benjamin
Harrison (11)
"When I chose a

selection for my
first Renais·
sance Dav. I
chose riding a
canoe. But that
was a bad

choice because I
feU into the lake
and toiled on
rowing padd le."

Won
Ch ung (12)
" When t
went to the

mall,

my

friend s and I

played a
trick. It
made other

people
upset, and
we got into

trouble."

Fernando
Jimenez (11)

__J"
"A t Wal·
mart, my

friend
didn't have

Right: Two Subiaco vans transported 17 students to northeast
Arkansas and southern Missouri
for six days of camping,
kayaking, swimming, and
exploring.
Far Right: Some.times transportation is as simple as a short walk
in order to discover great adventures. Brad Oglevie, in a short
walk to below the grape orchard,
hunted squirrels with Br.Adrian
Strobel one fine fall morning.
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enough
money to
pay for his
items, so I
paid for
him."

Young Jin
Choi (9)
Above: Twenty students traveled to
Helena, AR, for the Blues Festival held
on the second weekend in October.
The three-hour trip was welcomed,
though, since they spent the weekend
listening to grea t music.

Far Left: Students go to the
Fort Smith mall most weekends. They enjoyed shopping,
sometimes just window shopping. H ungry and tired at the
end of the day, they were usually found at the food court.
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Mrs. Shirley Kiefer arranged a fishing trip to Dublin
Lake for twelve students. After spending the morning
fishing, the group went to the cabin to eat fresh-fried
catfish, fried potatoes and cookies, all prepared by the
students.

in those glorious

dteliI ffiefl

On Renaissance Day, a day w here regular school work is put aside, students do
activities that they normal.ly would not get to experience. These days have become a
tradition of Subiaco Academy, with activities varying from hiking, canoeing and
fishing to touring museums, college campuses and local wineries.
One of the more popular and therefore often repeated activities is chain mail. An
appropria te acti vity for a ''renaissance"

activity, chain mail sends studen ts back in
time to the days of knights and heroic battle.
Coach Robert Pugh, for at least four
Renaissance Days, has lead his errant knights
through the art of mailing. Coach Pugh
himself learned the craft years ago by a former
dean, Mr. David Cormier. Ever since Coach
Pugh has been active in chain mail, with such
hand-crafted items as a coif, a type of headdress, and a shirt made with nearly 13, 000
rings. "I enjoy it," he said.
Coach Pugh enjoys having students in his
session who have never made chain mail. He
enjoys the challenge of teaching them the task
of putting those little rings together and
forming something tangible. First timer
Christopher Rehm (ll) said, "Chain mail is
extemely fun and addicting."
There seems to be a natural connection to chain mail for a world history teacher
like Coach Pugh. Chain Mail, he said, connects people to a part of history that might
otherwise be dull to them.
Craig Fox (12) adds on to a piece
of mail that he had previously
made, while Christopher Rehm
(11) takes a stab at making a pair
of gauntlets.

Local Color
Sam Gulutzo (9)
'' l likt~ the simplicity of chajn
mail. Almost e,·eryone can

do

1t."

William Kluempers (9)

"Going to White Rock and
seeing the view!; was awesome.''

Br Ephrem O' Bryan presented calligraphy, a class
allowing students to learn a
skill of patience. Learning
to write beautiful script has
proven an asset for many.

"I
Michael Blanchard (9)
liked the chance to catch and
eat fish."
Nathan Williams (11)

"I liked the chance of killing a

Above: In the Korean cooking clas arranged by Mrs.

Michelle Chuang, Korean and American students fixed
oup and dumplings (wantons) and tapioca milk tea.
Right: Arranged by Mr. Roy Goetz, a hiking excursion to
White Rock Mountain north of Clarksville featured some
beautiful fall foliage.

squirrel."
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Matthew Sharum(lO), who
is interested in doing chemistry labs,said "I want more
labs like college does. In
college, they have whole
classes devoted to labs."

Astudyofrocks? Ora stud y
of faces? Put under the mi-

~-- - - - - - - - - - 1
Mr. Bruce Schulle

croscope - oops U1e cam era

Chcffil!,tl) c1nd rhy'.'-iC'S k1b~ are., pract11.--al
e"penence. Lectut'es "hea\'y on equat1onsn

- what can be learned by
observing their featuresand
responses? Hmmm?

bectlm~ hands-on. Paper predictions achiall~
~et h,mdled. Moit;!t.--ult> modi.>!:, .1ctually get
-w;.-cn tor re.1ctiom,. Projectile:-.. rc,llmg shot
pub and electric motor!- ,1ctuallv get

nwa-,urt.-d. Human horsept1wer 1-. up lo 2 hp!
Safety and domg mtm• labs highlight our first
~•mc::;ter-the second will ~gue from
"das~ic,1\" to digital u<;ing-Tl-b..1~J instru-

Michael Stuth (12)
Lab~ are an important part of science. Labs
..,how the students th,1t ""hat they lcaml>d in
da-.s is tru~ and can be put to pr,1ctical use. Mv
favorite labs were in phrical <.e1('nce du.ring m,

freshman y<'ar. We blew up a lot of stuff
Nick Stuth (12)
I..Jbc-. in general are a wt'lcom~ l;,r~ak from the
dJil, clJss routine.. The~ help you 1ogethmtson
e,pt!riC'nceof the~ubjcct mattl'r. Ialways wanted
\Ir.Spiller.- to let U<i L•low ~mething up "Ophonwre or Junior vear but I gu<.>$s I'm going to

havt? to wait for college for that one.

It

Web a Thu~d,1~ night , and
I had a fi\-·e-pa,i:;t: Sparush report due the verv ne~t dd ·

I had ,m Engbh paper due
the next dav I had alread\\vritten it I ju~t n~ded tO

Like alwa ·s, I h,1d o1 plan to
go to the computer lab and
~pend a couple hour, on it.
-\., I ,tarted to tvpe, I realiz,'Cl
hm'" ea:,y thi.., \',Ould bt,~ and
dt."l.,ded k'I takl." a break. Bv
thi~ timt?, I had fini~hed mor~
than half the e,s.,, When I

tvpe it. It took mt:! forever
b&;aust· I am a slow typer. I

wa~n't -.,gned an undet my
namt> Jnd I \\imh:d to save ii
in F dnvc ~ I !-:id\'ed it to C

dn\:fand log},tL~ off. I'-tgned
back m Put I couldn't find it
I looked e, t?r)"\ here. It ju~t
cam4:
rdumL-d to m~ cOmput,.>r~ I ·wa~n·t then.~. So 1 .
realized that th~ computer earl; the next day to type it.
had frozt!.fl. I did not panic It took mt!"awh.ill•. I L'Ven hdd
for l had ,a\Od my paper to cut into c,1mpukr applica\\'ht'n J opent.>d It tht.' com• twns time. I ·went to print it
In mv .md luw ,md behold it wasn·t
put~r froze o1i,;ain
room,

the papt~r u1mt.• vut

wt'II and w,1:,,fini-.hl.-'<i in gooJ
ti.me. l .::.a\ ed the paper onto
J tile and then cbed 11. When
I tried to reopen it, it \.\ a:,
nowhere to be found. r ~pent
what set:med hke an t.'temitv
looking for tlu~ £ile 1 ne,·;r
did hnd it 4111d "'o ,pmt the
Ot'~t three hc1w~ until 1.1.m

tvping a mediocre papt,r
Joe Thomas 111)

hookt.'t.i up to the sen:er.

didn't have

I

na~h drt\'L'·
Mrs. Fn-erksen.told me to go
lll\

to hcr room and get a hnrd

di.:;k. I ran ,ind got it and
sprintt..•d b.ick. I went to put

theh,ud dis~ mand wouldn't
you knO\\ it · the hard di~k

drive\,d..,broken. lttookml'
so much Um~ and dfort, but
in the cnJ it \\ asn't worth it.
Lance Crow (10)

Lab are the joy of science classes - the fun stuff, tl1e break from lectures. Science
classes can be erudite and pendantic. Students can' t get enough labs for it is in the
labs that they enjoy and rejoice in tl,e complexities of science.
Some stud ents try to get more ideas or info rmations from labs. They realize its
value a a lea rning tool. Students were often seriously involved in labs and got
creative ideas fro m labs. Some actually took notes all the time and tried to do most
of a Jab by himself to know about what he wass learning from experiment.
Mr. Ga ry Ki nney and Mr. Bruce Schulte are both science teachers but their way of
ru nning a lab is dis tinctl y different. Of course, they teach different subjects.
Mr. Kinney, the biology teacher, runs labs in a relaxed manner. His labs often
dea lt with looking at displays of roc ks, fish, snakes and lea rning about these creatures or physica l elements by holding, touching, feeding, disecting and /or caring for
U,e studied objects.
Disecting animals is one of those long-remembered school projects that hang
tight to our memories of high school. There was first the smell to overcome, then the
coldness of the hairless, lifeless form.
Chemistry and physics are some heavy subjects
w ith labs dea ling with chemical or mechanical
instruments. Mr. Schulte, therefore, instructs more
carefull y and prudently. One of his labs incl uded
the study of atoms- were synthetic crea tions different tl1an natural-made elements if thei r chemical
, equations were the sa me? ls a synthetic vitamin less
healthy than a natural vitamin if their cl1emical
stru ctures are the same?

Some of our best lea rning happened with the
hands-on experiences of lab sessions.

the

practi~al use
o£ SCience
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Hear my voice

Mr. Headhunter
Mr. Perry Trach ie r ('97), father of
Marcus (10), spoke about his career as a corporate talent scout, or
headhunter for big businesses. He

Through speaking and writing and creating, a voice and
personality are created, something well worth developing
The English Department uccessfully
held its fourth annual Literary Symposium. The mission of the event i to
expose students to differentstyles of writing and to different careers in writing.
This year's featured author and
speaker was William Least Heat Moon
who spent over 42 weeks on the Times
best seller list with his travelogue Blue
Highways. Heat Moon encouraged all
students to take to the road and live a
richer life.
The symposium also offers students a
chance to write and earn money. The
topic and form are always inspired by the
featured writer. This year students wrote
about a place that impacted them. Over
thirty entries were submitted. The winning entry described the roof at Subiaco
Abbey, a place of peace and solitude after
a day of classes, duties and demands.
Winning SlOO for his entry was junior
Benjamin Harrison.
There were other speakers on campus
throughout the year, all sharing a part of
their life with the audience and sharing
advice and the wisdom of years and ex-

said, "Look at your career as a
tookkit. With each job gain a new
skill to put in your toolkit."

perience.
One comment by Heat Moon was that it
was "harder to find characters, eccentrics.
lnclividuality is not so important." Later, he
continued, youth will want a strong sense of
individuality, to stand out and be clifferent,
to be proud of their own unique "voice."
Mr. Hawk Mac!Gnney, writer and
speaker, certainly qualified as a "character."
He entertained
with his recollections of growing Musical Voi ces
The members of the South Ausup in nearby tin Jug Band were all under 30
Lamar, AR, and years of age. Se\'eral of the muof his Navy days sicians had mastered inst ruand publishing mentsout of the main stream for
most musicians their age.
experiences.
It is through
such voices as
those witnessed
every day that
each of us learns
to recognize our
own individuality, that we each
have our own
"voice."

John Stoessinger
Author of G"od Nkn i11

''((,liege gives you
obligation~ to ",(>If and to
)Our community. You'n..'
a go!' dam hound dog if
you don't [give back]."

'Tl't..>d the little bO) im:idt:!
vou

·•ufo is

:.Ll

much fun."

"The stuff that l,1sts is kwe
clnd friemh.hip."
''For all thb lud,, • to be
s.wcd 18 time~ - a billion to
onl'. It maJc me find ffi)
f,1ith. believe in .i higher
power.

FIND! GA

LITERARY VOICE
Joseph Post
~ t\11.o-\ e,1r sophomore l~•ph wrote .ibout da·r
camp Camp. he -.aid. tau,_;hl him that a ::.ucce.::.·
fu1 hunt wa-. not nt.>cessaril\-' about gettm~ a dt..'t.'r
but about bein~ in the woocb and l~nioying God·s
beauty H1~ ("•"-.l}' lH'n third pl,Ke and -::,15.
Christopher \1u..rray
Another sophomore "inner Chn!> wrott!' about
h.b home parbh, a ::,pedal pla<.e for him He !><lid
It" a-. there that I first found joy and a meaning
tor life.
Benjamin Harrh,on
The fu-.t·place wmner Ben~min wrotl' about tht?
need to tind a plaCl' of ~11.icc and quiet ,1mid~t all
the pr~~urt··~ ot cla-.~--s and hhb ,md hl,mework
and dorm hie He found h1~ plan· on thl' root

James Jo<ieph
,\ visitor k'I the Abbt?) e.uly m the school year,
tral·eling e\an~eli:-t fame5 Joseph hH-d a5 Jesus

did travcliPJ.1 ,and ~predding the Go~pel
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Career Day
Former boxing coad, andmedical
field entrepeneur, Mr. Jim
Limbird ('69) speaks to Donald
Goetz (11) about careers in social
work after a Career Day session.
Impacted by a Place
Eight faculty members spoke in
the morning of the Literary Sym·
posi um about their travels. Stu·
dents eye Mr. Jason Pohlmcier's
album of photos, including photos t.iken al Auschwitz.

Symposium Tablet
Fr. Aaron Pirerra presentstheSym·
posium Tablet to William Least
Heat·Moon, the featured author
for this year's symposium. HeatMoon advised all to travel and
develop a "big, rich, fat curiosity."
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Just Ask Me
Us ing Vi suals
Using a visual meant a better
score in speech class. In speaking
about obesity. Patrick Richards
focu!-'>ed on the accompanying
problem of getting buttoned.

Nick Stuth (12)
Don't let your nervou:--ness get
to you. Clmlrol it. Ignore ii.
Don't s,1) "um " or twitch
around. Just pau.,e until you
know wh,1t to s.w

Alan Albert (11)
Just tocu, on what ruu prepar~ for. Don't frt.'tVC up.Be
confident ,1buut , oursl'lf and
in }'Our spccch ,ind vou'II be
fine.

~{v treshman \rear. "e had to
nu!'morue the ·5.ih e Regma. I
fc 1 t 1ke I \.\d.S totall\ prt.-rarL,i
the night before, 1,ut wht'n I
had to rt"C1tt• 1t, I froze h,1lfway
m the middle llf the pr.we·
I"hi~ made me ft.,,d lil..e f "ibted
a !t,t of ":tmc.
Brad Oglevie (111

In ord~r to ,:;t>t eft: ·l'd h
pres1dt>nt of {the clemC'fltarv
-.c,10011 I had to dl'liH•r .1
~pet..>ch. \ wuple ul mmutes
1apsed and mv sh,mach bt-~an
to bl1thcr ml'. I prl:'tend1..'<.l h, L~
Oh. conttnllt'ing m\ .,peech,
but I e\"cntually f\"'ilched a
momt:"llt of unomtrollat,1hty I
r.1n to the n...._tnXlm w1th1.1ut
notify m>! the aud1t.·ncc Feehn~
depr~sed and humiliah..>d J ran
away, head in~ tor homl•
El1..-ctll'>n 0,1, was ,1n untor~ct·
t,1b!1?, i~nl,minou, disa,.ll.•t
Leon lee (12)

Speak. loudly, enunci,111.~. use
~mphasis on certain words,
speak slowly. memorize your
.-.pcech well enough ~, that
you can lookarounJ thC'mom.
Looking around thC' room
holdsth('audit.•ncc'sattention.

Brandon Kyle (12)
J'v(' had scwral opporluntil·~
to~peal.. at church events with
1,000 plu~ people, ,11 da~s
ml~lings, etc. Jusl bt· confident in wh.:it vou ha\'e to Sa}
and don't in.Mginc pt.'l)ph.! are
in their undcrwt.•ar

are ,1 nt.>ce.,SJ.r} part of lifo.
Tht.•re i!-- not a sinAle area ol
life in which poor communication will not c,HL-.c pwblem,
Thi, is bf'l'Ci,lll) true v,. ith the
abilitr ti.., ~peak clearly and
dfl·ctJ,el\ . 0ml (ommunic,1tiC'ln is a ;kill that \•all be
fl"\luired ot' .. tudenb throu~h1,.1ut Cl)iJl'gc, c.uccrs, and the
rL-sl i,f their hve~.

Family Honor
Senior English <;tudents are given
~">\·era! opportunities to speak in
front of class. On one such occasion. students, like Fred Black,
created and e'l(plained a coat of
arms designed for that student's
Say a Few Words
family name.
Speaking opportunities arise all
the time. Senior Andrew Eubanks
spoke at SC\"Cral pep rallies to inspire the te<1m and the student
body. HealsolcadtheAlmaMater
at Friday as~mblies.

Here I s it w ith an upset stomach, swea ty palms. You'd thi nk r was
getting ready to ask the best looking girl in the two-co unty area to a Subi
da nce.
The truth is I' m terrified - to stand in front of my class and recite a
speech is killing me. I have memorized and memorized until the wo rds
should be firmly embedded in my mind .
That's what I thought last night. Now this morning here I sit stumbling
over the simplest of words, words that I know but which have suddenl y
decided that they don' t like the company of my bra in and have left for
more fertile fields. The words have disappeared .
Maybe I'll get to go last- or maybe we' ll run out of time and I' ll have
to do mine tomorrow. Maybe if I read the passage ten more times. Maybe
if this s tud ent's efforts at reci ting wo uld quit getting mixed up with my
efforts. Oh, it's no use. I' ll never get any better than I was last night.
Maybe if I slid e this sheet on the podium . No, she'e watching. She can
see the top of the podium. Why do we have to do these stupid speeches

'--- ----~---- ---- -~.JL!ia
Reading in Church requires a special talent and strength of character. Alex SchJuterman (11) has
been reading for student Masses
for two years.

anyway?
I wa nt to go next, get over this misery. Oh, it's time for another to fa ce
the fire behind the podium. She's ca lling out a name .

Dodium
Iandemonium
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Party System

in

the United States of America
In
the
Words

March for Life Weekend Extravaganza
On Januar) 21-22. about ➔O students from Subiaco participa ted in a
pro-life protest agairu,I .llxlrtion. John Z:ig-u~ki said, " It wa5, horrible
walking down the march in the rain, but it was memorable and
meaningful."
Luke Ahearn (10) ,md Emils Rigano (9) mnnage to enjoy thcmselve5,
despite the seriou,;, nature of the weekend, One of the speakers at the
Extr.waganza weekend ,,·as Gianna Jes:;on, who suffered from her
mother's attempt to abort her.

• With b1>0k.<; I C,Ul cxpcri·
en,e •,omething "1thuut
1.ctualh d1ling it
)'oung \.lin Lee
Rc.1ding b a minmi; ot

k.J10,,k.Jgl•Andrew Yuk

of ...
Brad
Oglevie
(11)

· B01.1ks can op...·n your mind
,md ~nd \-"l)U ll' worlds for
,1wa\ from· the ,,l:'arv \\orld,
to a f'1,1ce that i~n·t di .. turbed
b\ tht.' troubll".', uf tod,1\, and
put vou in the mind ot
anC1thl.'r"
Christop her Re hm

America is made of a two party system, Democrats and
Republicans. Democrats usuall y have a liberal ideology and
Republicans are usually conservative. Republicans want to
help out the citizens who work for a living. Democrats prefer
to give out freebees otherwise known as welfare to the poor
and illegal immigrants in order to obtain more potential votes.
Republicans protect life from the get go (conception), and
defend it by all means, by removing the evils, such as terrorism, out of the world. Democrats focu s on animal rights while
neglecting the rights of unborn human beings all in the name
of choice. Democrats feel that big government is a cure-all so
they try to raise taxes.
This is [my idea of] the two most dominant political parties in
the United States of America.

(11)

IN MY WORLD

That's the way it is
Living in a multi-cultural environment like the dorms and
classrooms of Subiaco Academy, students experience first-hand
different political practices and develop a world awareness.

Quiz Bowl Team
Bottom· Chrb Rehm(: I) \1atthl!\, Sh.:irum (10), Dakota Turner
(11, Chris \1urray (10) \.1iddle: Don GoE'tl {11), Andrew )uk (10),
Jared Si:hlut~mloln (11/. Wilham KluempLrs (9) Back 1':yll'
Rudolrh {10), Andre,.., Hong (9') Youn>Z \.!in L1..-'t" (Ill).
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Leading a Qui2. Bowl meeting
Donald Goetz (11} is an active member or thequfa. bowl team. His favorite
categories an:'. geography, history and
lit characters.
Discussing politics
Mrs.Shirley Kiefer's political ideology /
class conducted SC\'cral presentations.

People who like beef would not want to
go to India where cows are treated as sacred.
Beliefs and customs are different in every country since its politics, relig ion, and
cu lture are different. Just as in the globa l
wor ld , Subiaco itself has a variety of
thoughts and backgrounds in its citizens.
In Latvia where Enuls Rigano (9) spent
many yea.rs, "a man has to serve in the
military for four years if he doesn't have a
job when he is 20 years old." This practice
is not unusual to severa l cultures.
The draft system used in Latvia is practiced in South Korea. "Young men in their
20s," sa id Andrew Hong (9), " ha ve to go to
military regardless of their current occupations. If you do not, you would go to jail."
For Americans like Andrew Eubanks
(12), the idea of using the draft as a method
of employmen t is foreign. Andrew, who
plans to attend the Naval Academy, said, "I

think the draft system is fine the way it i
for countries with a small population."
Five young men from Taiwan are adding a cultura l color to Subiaco Academy.
For these studen ts there are expectations.
They ha ve a specia l responsibility as Taiwanese students studying in the U.S. "I
can never come back to the U.S. if 1 don't
finish an undergraduate degree here,"
said Alan Tsai (10).
Many students have lived in more tl1an
one poLitical environment; these studen ts
know first hand differences between cultures. Charl ie Sanderson spent several
yea rs in the Middle East. There, he said,
"women always have to wear a black veil
to hide their faces. Only men can drive."
Some of these responsibilities and laws
may be unimaginable for those who live
in different places but these cultmes are
the parts that make up our "globa l village" here at Subiaco.
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Praise and Worship
Another opportunity to perform musically is wi th the Praise and Worship
Band, a group U1at pe rforms fo r Wednesday church services and occasiona lly
for the Sund ay community Mass.
Jazz Ensem ble
Michael tvlilyes, Michael Becker, Gabe Becker, Andres Ramirez, Austin
Willis, Don Goetz, RickyTang,JoeThomas, Nathan Willems, Patrick Richards,
MacKl."n;d~ Wright, Jared &:hluterman, Chris Murrav, Chris Rehm, Alan
Albert, Andrew Yuk, Andrl'w Hong,Young Jin Choi, frnncis Yuk, Emils
Rigano, Ale>. Schlutcrman, Baykal Altiner, Craig Fm., Chari it> Sanderson, Tae
Youn Kim, Brandon Kyle, Br.1d Boal, Mr. Roy Gt1etz

LIVE

MUSIC

Alan Albert
I havt> been playing tenor '>a'( for thrt..-e vear~.1 enjoy
pcrtorming for crowd~ t>\ en thnugh I ~el nc.rvous
\1} be-t memorv about performing ·w.is vvhcn the
,au. band went t,n da::.s tri~ tl, pla) in pl.ice<- other
than Subiaco.
Andres Ramirez
I hJ\ e been pl.:lying 1--,-.-uitar for four andonc-h,1lf
years;. f ~tartt..>d playing heavy metal and continue
doing that until this d,1v. \f} goal i~ to be the bt..>st at
what I play And anytim1..• I perform son~~ that I
enjo} would be rny fa,..orilE.• mcmoric-..

Fr. Hugh Assenmacher indiv idually
gives
Jud e
Ruesewa ld (9) a lesson o n
voice contro l - raising and
loweri ng his pitch.

Austin Willis
I h.1\c bet.>n pla:ing drum'- in marching band for
three wars and jazz band for four \'e,1r:--. Most
peopl~ don't kno\.-\ about music, .,;a I can me:--<, up all
l want. Pl.1ying at the Hard Rock Cafe in San Anh.)nio wa~ m\ fx,st mem1..,n-· of performing
Patrick Richards

\ah fatht>r 1s a musictiln so that got me wanting to
play an m,;,;trument. I pla} .,s otten as pos..,ible \Vllh
m'f father. 1 likt.> audiences. that like loud music .1nd
are loud themselvt~.

It's Showti

"Music is meant to be shared," said
Mr. Roy Goetz, the director of the Subi-

aco Jazz Ensemble. With this philosophy
in mind, he has stressed the importance
of live performances.
The two guitar classes and the larger
jazz ensemb le class are taught many
styles of music-with the hopes not only
of widening the students' appreciation
but also of increasing audience appeal at
concerts.
Mu ic, said Mr. Goetz, i "expression
through sound" and he teaches the tudents to not narrow their tastes but to be
open to different styles. At the Winter
Carnival, the music ranged from traditional Christmas carols to "dueling banjos" to Cuban dance music.
Performances for the band and choir
include concerts at Parents Weekend,
Winter Concert, graduation ceremonies,
Masses, ballgames, and civic club banquets.
"Performance is essential," said Mr.
Goetz. "The performer must make a real
connection with his audi nee. Every element of performance has to be at the
service of making this connection. No
matter what the style of music, if this
connection is not made, then there is litUe
value in its performance."
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M usica I Voices
Young Jin Choi (9)
!:.tarted leaming flute
when he was in the seventh grade.

Super Fl y

The leader of the jaz7
ensemble, Mr . Roy
Goetz, has been at Subiaco Academy for five

Jude Rucscw,1ld, C~mcron Montgomery, Coopt:r White, Nathan
Schluterman,Ju~tin AlvareL., Michael Ga:-kell, William StehJe,Je Dong
Ryu, Michael Hickey , Victor Villatoro, Chris Gattis and Brad Oglevil~.

years.
In Action
Red faced and ready, McKe.n:de Wright bellows in tune with the Jazz
Ba nd before getting a chanc,? to change. Going from jw1ior varsity ball
p layer to horn section did hot al low McKenzie time to change out of his
uniform.

A Pickin' Good Time

These seniors have
played the guitar or
banjo for two year!:t.
They performed during
the Winter Concert with
a Dueling Banjo piece.
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May I help?
At 3:30 in the afternoon, silence and
emptines no longer dominate the Martha
R. Platt Library. ow as man y as fifteen
students might be there reading, listening,
researching, que tioning, completing assignment , consulting planner - in essence, lea ming.
"We assist the students who are making
the academic transition to a college prep
environment," Mrs. Shirley Kiefer in the
Student Sen·ices department said. "Our
goal is to see them become responsible,
self-reliant, and succes ful. "
She and Mrs. Michelle Chuang and Mrs.
Chandra Rush monitor student progres
and tudy habits. They also open the library for evening studyhalls a t 7:30 four
nights each week.
National Honor Society members volunteer to tutor students struggling in particular classes.
With 17 computers, all loaded with
databases for research, connected to the
internet in the library, with the Kurzweil
software to help with reading texts on fou r
computers, with dedicated personnel, and
with extended hours, the library ha· done
its share to meet the needs of the tudent .
It is indeed a place of learning.

l'v lich ael Hi ckey (11)
" I think the tutoring

pwgram is a great way
to help !.tudenb who
need il If a student is
v,,illing to get help, it is
good that another ~tudcnt is able to give help
by tutoring."
Francis Yuk (1 2)
"Being a tutor simply

means that you're
your fellow cla~m.ite
in various academic
courses such as science
or math. Th~re are
many benefits from
tutoring. You caneam
som~ communit) ser-

vice hour:, ilnd can

even study yourself
when you're not on
duty."
Joseph Thomas (11)
"Tutoring pro\·ides us
with not only a chance
ta help o thers but also
the chance to helpoursel ves become more
diligent."

National Honor Society
Lucas Bau<~r, Siahmakoun Simeon. M,1ttbi;?w Sharum, LlucJ... BuUer,
Juan de Jesu!-., Kylt! Wewers, Lt.."<)n Lee, Hnrrison Kim, Andrew Yuk,
Akx Schluterman, Quinton
hlutcrman, Seth Duck.man, Kc, in
Wewen;, Michael Hitker, Joe.- Thomas, B.J. Moore, Al,1n Albert, Fred
Bl,1ck, J;ired Schluterman, \llarcm, Wcwers

In
SERVICE
TO OTHERS
Chris Murray

ChrU:. doe~ a lot of tuh1ring for Latin students. I Itel
also -.PrVb at sch1.wl \fa<:,ses ,md h.is bt_.,,,.m involwd in Ri~ht to Life a...-tivitics.
Holden Glass
Holden h.as hdp&l with many service projects in

hi~ h,.)Cal Methodist youth group, 1..--Vt.!O helping to
C:ll11duct

the worsh ip ~rvke,.

Brad Oglevlt!
Brad tutors on<? hour a wet!k r-..-li:mday through

0nl'ol thebouth,at tht.· Fronttt.'T·-..
Da1, inPam.aR.ighttoLlfobooth
l\a., mannt>d by Subiaco -.h..ldt!nt
\Oluntt:.ier.-. Chn> \.furra\ ·\J.-un
B..1rnctt, ,1nd \\ illiam Kiuernpcr
look out a Saturda:v to ~upport J

Thursday. At home, he hdp:, in his parish with
vi.,ils to the nursing home and bringinp; communion Le, the sid,.

cause.
t:hn~ \1urrtl\. Josh Stew.irt.
Dig• LittJP Ocepe-r R.illi \tantc"S.,r, attendt.--d the M.i ..-.1,,n trip lo Juart.•.1.,
Mc.>,1ro. tor h, o ,umnwr; He e""<caval~ fl1r tht• fow,d.ibon of ,1 hctll!H! tor
,1 k>eal panshkm1..-r

John Zagurski
John wa!. recogni1.eJ for his genen,us spirit by
bl'mg muned a Schriver A\\ ard winner for the
Cir:.t semester. John tutors and particip,1tes in
Masse,. Hc,1boattende<l tlw mission trip to Juor(>1.,
\foxico.

Onward, Trojans
Two-a-days have been called lots
of names, abusive, ugly nan1es. Yet
most who go through them and
survive the hardships know that
becau e they toad the challenge,
survived the sweat and pain, they
proved that they were strong, that
they were men for having endured.
Five senior members of the
football team did not attend two-adays; in fact, they did not practice
and uit out until after Fall Break,
with two games already recorded in
the books. Those who weated
through the dog days of August
don't seem to hold a grudge, though.
Instead, the full-season players
were plea ed that their fellow
students wanted to join the footba!J
team.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

2
9
23
30

Fountain Lake
Paris
Lamar
Clarksville

20-38
14-26
12-21
19-48

Oct. 7
Oct.1 4
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4

Dardanelle
Pottsville
Dover
Atkins
Cl inton

19-36
34-36
16-13
14-41
0-35

The five latecomers had all
played as freshmen. They knew the
bond that developed in a team,
especially a group lhal had met and
survived d,allenges. Wide reciever
ea! Schlutcrman said, ·'They saw
the heart we played with and missed

Our
F inest
Hours
Marcus Wewers
'"The good thing
,1lx1ut this yea r's

tc,,m is the
heart \-\'e played
wi th throughout
the entire
season. Somi.> of

it."

Taylor Copsy watched his fellow
seniors play in the Paris game and
yearned to be a part of that struggle.
"Even though they lost, they put
their whole heart into the game.
And it looked like fw1," said Copsy,
who dropped tennis in order to be a
part of a bigger team.
Thi group of football players, led
by fourteen seniors, learned the joy
and bond that comes with endu ri ng.

my best
memories are of
just hanging out
aftt!r games and
ta lking abciut
what went on. "

Aldo Rivera
For Aldo, the
be:,t moment of
the season was
winning against
Dover. Off-lhL"field memories

incl ude when
evervon~ was

together eating
righ t before d
g.1 me so they

cou ld all get

o.mcentraa"<i.

Nathan
Schlulennan
"We never gave
up d uring the
season. Being

down 13--0 at
half and
winding up
winning 16-13. I

k1. Dvl,m \ cnin. Ci,
r \l,tntt'> W1..'\H•r-.,

hmt~l,m<·n , J>.1tm:k RkhJ rd:.. \1Mcu-.
-\d,un-.. :\l,Ul Albat 1:iylor Ct1~~ , Ian

l ,,.,ch K1..nncth .._t,w
ub.ink,, . ·m 1.-\n~h
-h Rol)t'rt Pugh

h.h•n Gl,'\S6, •\ndrt'!-. R,1m1r~I', K~vm We
n Willem-.. ,1lhdll Sch luterman, Smw
,ll(\f'tl, Jtt.m 1.h.•Je-.u.,, (

1. Tuck that ball away! More
sound advice for Drew Koch
(12) as he looks to gain yards
behind the blocking of Patrick
Richards (79). 2 Senior linebacker Andrew Eubanks (41)
looks to make a hit against an
opposing running back. 3. Koch
breaks open the game with a big
rushing gain. 4. Jan McKee (6)
tries to get past a blocker to
make a tackle.

am always

proud to bea
Trojan no matter

the outcome."

Taylor Copsy
"Our 6nest hour
wasn't just when
we were
winning or
when we were
doing well. U
was all the time
that we were

bdnga team,
laughing,
hunting. and
creating
memories."

TAKE A BREAK
In the Blue and Orange game, the opening for the season, teammates
and c.lassmates and friends are pitted against each other - for bragging
rights. Juniors Danny Adams and Alan Albert take a breather from the
hot August air. Alan learned from the season that you can't expect to
achieve your goals without putting out a Jot of effort and hard work.

We learned perseverance throughout the
season. It was a tough
season but we learned
to get through and still
have fun.
-Andrew Eubanks (12)

'"Son, I could take yo ur
brain and trade it with
a monkey. And I
wou Id chea t the monkey.' I heard this
everyday."

Sean Wright

Andrew Eu ban ks and
And res Ramirez
showed us to never give
up no matter how bad it
got.
-Holden Glass (11)
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1. Neal Schluterman receives
punt return. He led the team in
punt returns. Neal said, ''The
fans' support surprised me all
season long." 2. The Trojan
spirit is sometimes a thing of
beauty - but not always. That
blue face is Just a little weird. 3.
Danny Adams led as quarter back
after the knee Injury to Sean
Wright. 4. Standing at attention
for the playing of the National
Anthem, seniors Cody
Schluterman and Andrew
Eubanks were both known for
their dedication to the team and
ability to listen. 5. The game of
football , as is true in most sports ,
is often more about a strong
defense. The line blocks in
hopes of giving time to the
quarterback.

" J can' t remernber w hat

coach was yelling something abou t how
slow I a m- but I do
remember all the spit
he left on my face ."

Drew Koch

Coaches never let us
walk with our heads
down. We also learned
that winners never
walk.
-John Zagurski
(11)

Al
so

not doing your best.
-Simon Cortez (11)

AT THE HELM
A NEW BREED
Caught on film, this infamous facial expression from Coach Kenneth Stovall, in his third year as New offensive coordinator Mr. Rex
head coach, told the players on the sideline al l they needed to know. No words were needed. Breedbrought new energy to the
coachingstaff. " Heworkcd with what
Coach Stovall clearly saw something he did not like.
we had," said Neal Schluterman.
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1. jc1son Young as a wide receiver

scored two touchdowru; against

Good 01' Orange & Blue

West Side.
2. Juan Pablo Rodriguez ,•.-as
another wide receiver. He scored
two touchdowns on the season.

3. \lligucl Elizondo breaks free for
another long pass.
4. #8 Jude Ruesewald as quarterback led the team to two ,·ictories.

Row 1: Sam Gulutzo, Miguel Elizondo, Jude Rueswald, Joseph Darr, Hunter
Chen, Philip Glass, Emils Rigano
Row 2: Coach Rex Breed, Robby Porter, Bi ll Morton, Andrew Hong, Josh
Stewart, Juan Pablo Rodriguez, Jason Young
Row 3: Michael Blanchard, Frederic:k Jones, Jac:kson Worden, Alec Harter,
Cole Robertson, Scott Morton, Coach Robert Pugh.

5. Philip Class (68) and Sam
Culutzo (in background) were the

strongest men on defense.

''Coach told me
not to show that
I was tired . If

you show you
are tired, people
will hit you
agai n and again.
ln rea l life you
cannot show you
cannot do
something. If
you try, nothing
is impossible."

Hunter Chen

"Not my best
yea r, but it sure
was fun while it
lasted. f broke a
few bones."

Joshua Stewart

Getting to know each other takes
time, so the relationship specialists
tell us. Don't hurry into a relationship.
That advice is good, sound
advice. But for freshman football
teams, it is imp ractical. The freshmen football players met for the first
time in early August and played a
game less than four weeks later.
Being expected to play a team
sport, where every guy knows not
only his job but his teammates' job
as well, is a tall task with only four
weeks of training.
This year' team, with on ly 16
players, got to know each other
quickly. They also figured o ut after

comp limented each other," sa id

Joshua Stewart, who s uffered a
broken wrist and collarbone and
had to sit out much of the season.
He had time to watch his cla smates
figure out what talents each could
contribute to the team. "We got to a
point where we worked together."

Andrew Hong

Give us

The coaches measure a successful

season based on improvement.
"Each year I am amazed at how
much better these teams get," saM
Coach Robert Pugh.

Taking on the fight
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"We had a great
season this year.
The players
worked and
played hard all
the time. ·me
best game was
the Union
Christian game
in the rain. I
think we will be
a better team
next year."

a couple of games each player's
niche. A few positions changed as
roles and specialties were figu red
out.
"We got much better. We

some
CREDIT

J.C. West Side
Lamar
Pottsville
Magazine
Union Christian

30-0
8-36
0-20
6-6
14-6
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Experience - it's a bandied
about wo rd . At NBA and college playoff time, announcers
comment on the experience of

This vear is
different beca~·
ll ll of mv hard
work in. practice
-.hows bec.iuse I
got to play thi:.
\-'ear. I reall v don'

teams, how the presence of SC·

nio rs, or lack of it, might deter-

1. Tht• tip--otf fm the tir,t mevtin~ with
Parb on bom1.• hHf - \\-·,, ... r--.-rh,lf'!' the
mo-;t e>.ating part 11f the g,1m1.· ,1 ..

ihink abou t ·,111 the
pres.::.ure; I just try
to stay calm and
have fun.

mine the win ners in the big

C.ul11iKOWOn6l · 3..1 2. W~I (orl-;pro\ed
ht l-o..• ,l lL1u~h ((mtcnJt1' 'A·ith ,11,tn..,s1\c.:
pl,1\- Dn;.'\\- .._,lC.h (2-t) scured 5 point-.
trom th~ I ~ throv. liOL' rn 11.•,1.d Subi,m1
to a •tl-37 win 3. L"nd\•r the goal. Juni\1r
\hi.:had C,1-.l,.dl (351 klt1k-. for ,m
opt."Tling to thl· b,hkt'l. th~ snir11.-d l•I
points ror the ni~ht -1. TI1e bt.-mh
':iUppt,rb, 1t--. tc.un ih 11"1.t!} hold up thc.:ir

F-----'--"--""'--L-''"'--F-~'-'- -,11!-r-'--=-_J.,

nior year.

arm,; tor a fn>e thnn,• Dannv \dJms

The team just

games. It's why coaches and
mentors recommend that players stay in college for their se-

I----~- ::====::;;- ..._.,_.,_____,

needs to practice

and le.am from
mistakes and
learn to give all
you got.

The coaching staff and playen, at Subiaco don't seLI short
the idea of experience either.
They know its importance.
They also know that heart and
determination can change lots
of things.
The 2006 sq uad had two returning starters from las t year.
The 2005 squad started four
players w ho had s tar ted the
yea r before; this group had experience in abundance.
The 2006 squad started Victor Mendoza, a three-year var·

.,;.:=----' sity starter, and Drew Koch, a

Last y~ar's team
was full of
extremely good

second-yea r starter.

After those two players, the

plJ)'Crs. It's
hard for me to
believe that I am
playing on th~
!-a.me team that
they play1.-d on

experience was a little sketchy.
Michael Gaskell,a junior, played
with the va rsity team as a freshman then saw less playing time
as a sophomore. Junior JeffTI10mas saw little varsity play time
las t year. Junior Danny Adams
did not play at all las t season; in
fact, he had no t played organized
basketball since middle school.
"This season proves how good
a coach Coach [Tim] Tencl eve is
- to gather a you ng, in experienced group and till compete as
he did last yea r," said Mendoza.
When a team is less experi-

enced, lots of little skills ha ve to
be taught. A strong defense becomes so much more important.
" It is hard for young kids but
they made progress with Vic,"
said Coach Tencleve.
"These guys have all made
sacrifices fo r the team and it
seems that everyody has bought
into the ' team-first' atti tude that
we call Trojan basketball," said
Matthew Tencleve, assis tan t

coacl,.

Give it everything everyday

last year.

The TOTAL

Package
I 1k1.· ,1 ~liod story tlwr1.· ;ire

m.my \ ic\, J:"l,ints t(, ., b,1-.ket-

t.'Speciall} on
defense. The
tempo for JV
games was

b.ill g,1mc:
l'll

slower and

plavns, of t:our--c,

horter, but in
varsity games. it's
longer and faster

61 · 55

Catholic 32-44

61-53
Spnngdale
Fort Smith Northside29·53
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the tx,,..t

the-\ ar1.• right tht-r11.• in lhl' mix.
1 13chmd lhl• ~:t!m.-... of thl•
.1ctil1n t1n the court .1n• 1h.:i mC'n
who 111,lll the :-0.1n.• t;.1bl11.•,
ke,. ping tim,• and i,.IJb, pl.1y\ng
th~ numbers ~.,m,•.
al And then Uwrc 1... tlw anglc-

What Have
We Got
To Lose?
l.Jttle Rock

h.1\ L'

.Ul):11.' on -1n} )!atne !>lllr\ !>itxe

Jeff Thomas (11)

Lamar

I Wh.1t h,1ppcru.

thl' C(IUrt b corrt•ographc1..i

11n lhc- l"'L'nch, S(lOlctiml'S t(l
pt:tfod t.!'U!Cl.llil•n 2. [he

(n,m .1h1.n I!. 5omL'tiLTI\."!, the

l""'int 01 \ 1e1v ,.. a littll•
Ji:;h,m.-d, ddlnitl'lv J1ft,·rcnt
fn,m up the.rt-' in ·1n~an L1nd.

Pottsville
Farmington
Pans

Boonevllle

54-39
56-51
61-33
71-49

Ozark
West Fork

50-57
41-37

Waldron
Mansfield

47-41
63-44

Farmington
Paris
Booneville
Ozark

47-45
63-31
60-52
61-52

West Fork
Waldron
Mansfield

Back: Manager Craig Fox, Seti, Buckman, Danny Adams, Jadon Weise, Micl1ael
Gaskell, Reggie Hovas, Victor Mendoza, Quinton Schluterman, Ricky Tang,
David Hunter, Manager William Stehle
Front Row: Alberto Zertuche, B.J. Moore, Drew Koch, Jeff Thomas, Cody
Schluterman, Jordan Pridgin, Josh Dunham, Simeon Siahmakoun, Patrick
Vollmer.

Riding on Traditio11

THE PICK UP
Being double teamed was often the case for four-year starter Victor
Mendoza.

I learned to contribute
however I could.
-Michael Gaskell (11)

Hard work and preparation can lead to many
good things. A team is
like fami ly.

Dre w Koch

I learned that hard work
and discipline will get
you further. I also
iearned to have trust in
vour teammates and
~verything will fall into
place.
-Jadon Weise (11)

1. Junior Jadon Wiese
started for his first time in
the game against West
Fork. 2. Senior Cody
Schluterman was able to
help the team with his
quickness. 3. Junior Jeff
Thomas saw quite a bit of
playing time.
4. Another junior, Quinton
Schluterman was called
upon to help out when
starters were in foul
trouble. 5. Senior David
Hunter exemplified the
"Trojan for Life" spirit.

"My favorite moment
was coming back from
a game which we
should have won and
having to practice until
midnight after playing
and riding in a bus for
two hours."

V ictor Mendoza - - - - - - -

[/J

=
0
[/J
[/J
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I learned to always play
your best and don't ever
give up because some
day it will be over.
-David Hunter
(12)

GETTING SCRAPPY
The West For!.. game was a 3lruggle all the way as both team.splayed aggressively.
Fouls \\'Crea serious contention in this game. Subiaco held on to win 41-37.

GENERATION lWO

Coad1 Matthew Tendeve (right) gained some practical, hands-on experience as he assisted at games
with his father, vetera n co.1.ch Tim Tencleve.

We all worked
hard this year,
and I thought
we improved
on some things.
Our listening
could be better
though, and I think
we'll get better
throughout the years.

I. Ja~n Young triL'S to get around a
Boonevilil.• defr•ndcr in the 17-33

"[There is] a tradition at Subiaco
of always playing harder than

(OS"-.

::!. Judt• Rues,.,·;ild led in rebounding

your opponents."

with 4.6 rcbow1ds per game.
3. Bill Heil led the team in ::.coring

Assistant Coach Matthew Tencleve

l-.ith «n averngc of 8.3 pl)ints per
gnme. l le avernged 1.25 blocks.
4. J.1vin Sh;;i.r-J."'1 lc.>t.i the team in 5teal.c-.

Front Row: Michael Moore, Ellis Math ieu, Jason Young, Robby Porter,
McKenzie Wright
Back Row: Javin Sharp, Reagan Ryu, Ian McKee, Bi ll Heil, Jude
Rueswald, Will K.luempers, Bill Morton

He ,.l\'cragcd at l~a5l one per game.

McKenzie Wright

5. 1~111 ri.h.:Krt• vvorks the defcnSt? in
BasketbaU was a

grea t experience.
I th.ink that our
team learned a lot
this year from

Coach Tencleve
and h..is son. I plan
on playing basket-

ball all four years al
Subi!

Ellis Mathieu

We practiced and

played really
hard this year.
Coach Tendcve
taught us a lot of

skills this year.
We'll get better.

The "05-06 junior high basketball
season ended on Wednesday,
February 8 but not before the
players made a late stride for
success.
Earlier in the year the Trojans
lost to Mansfield 24--18, but the
Trojans defeated the Tigers in the
first round of district tourney play
-H-33, advancing them to the
second round. The junior Trojans
fell to the Trinity Buffaloes in the
second round of the tournament,
but getting there showed the
improvement and effort of the
team.
"We saw a lot of improvement
throughout the sea on. These guys

Reagan Ryu

did not know each other at the
beginning of the year, yet managed
to come together and finish the
season as a team," said head coach
Tim Tencleve.
The junior high team spent the
rest of the school year in off-season
practicing with the varsity tea m,
where they focused primarily on
shooting and ga ining upper and
lower body strengtl1.
"Most of these kids have never
been to the weight room," said
Coach Tencleve. "We're going to try
to teach them good work habits."
The junior high team's record was

It was fun. I really

enjoyed playing,
even though
this was my

second year
playing in all . I
am looking
for.vard to
playing next year.

Will Kluempers

14-4.

We've got
GAME

story by Victor Mendoza

The Will to Win

Wa ldron
Lamar
Mansfield
Boonevi ll
Pottsville
Farmington

29-31
30-18
48-32
17-33
18-26
15-38

Paris
Booneville
Ozark
West Fork
Wa ldron
Trinity

33-22
36-31
30-38
18-53
38-47
23-48

Mansfield
Farm ington
Ozark
Paris

West Fork
Mansfield

16-22
16-36
26-41
33-45
35-47
41-33

Trinity

20-59

A Matter of Dignity

1. Joseph TI1omas (11 ), a first-

"Though tennis
was a lot of fun,
I still have a lot
of room for

year player, put in the practice
time, in1proved and qualified for
district this year. 2. Ryan
Cra,·ens (12) was the eighth or
ninth player last year; this yea r
he was the #1 seed.

With its origin rooted in the noble culture that thrived centuries ago,
tennis is one of the sports U1at strictly requires players to be polite and to
have proper manners to the rules and to other players.
The players kept U1eir honor under Br. Adrian Strobel, who was
recognized as one of the best coaches in the state. He was also named
Southwest Sectional Tennis Coach of the Year for boys. This region
covers Arkansas, Texas, Ok.Jahoma, New Mexico and Colorado. ln late
February he reeived notification that he had been recognized as NTHS
Coaches Association's National Coach of the Year for Boys Tennis. This
honor recognized his contributions to the school and community and his
record and accomplishments from 34 years of coaching tennis.
Br. Adrian notes that tennis is different from many sports. Tennis, he
says, is about individual effort. " It's not a team sport. H's an individual
sport. You really have to work to improve. "
He also said U1at tennis is a game of patience and concentration. " If
you don't have patience, you' ll fall apart."
Sung Kee Ahn (11), a first year player, had gradually shown improvements as the season progressed. He said that participating in a sports
team helped him get close to his mates.

impro\·ement, as

I always will."

"I had a lot of
fun this season
and a good time.
I can't wait to
play in the next
season."

Coach of the Year.

Arturo Parada (11)

"lt\.vas a

2005-2006 Subiaco Tennis Team
Top: Robby Porter (9), Ryan Cravens (12), Taylor Copsy (12), Joseph Thomas
(11), Alex Schluterman (11), Paul Noebles (ll), Sung-Kee Ahn (11), Benjamin
Harrison (11). Bottom: Joseph Arbogast (11), Andy Thompson (10), Arturo
Parada (ll), Patrick Vollmer (ll), Daniel Harrison (10), Lance Crow (10).

good

experience
and I had
fun."

Patrick Vollmer (11)

Taking our
GAME
to the
NET

Even though this was junior Alex
Schluterman's first year to p lay, he
qualified to play in the district
tournament.
4. Joseph Arbogast (11) was U1ere
everyday for p ractice and did qu ite
well.

5. According to Br. Adrian Strobel,
Andy Thomp,on (10) "worked,
worked, and worked."

I
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Br. Adrian Strobel was
named 2005 National
Coach of the Year for
Boys Tennis by the
National Federation of
High School Coaches
Association. During
the Arkansas High
School All-Star games
in Fayetteville, he was
presented with a
plaque for being named
Arkansas Tennis

Lance Crow (10) was one of three
sophomores who helped out the
team th.is ear.

Robby Porter (9) , even as a first-year
player, showed great improvements and
results U1rou hout U1e season.

I. Taylor Cops), \\-'ho has plan::d
c..ince he was fiH~. wa., the bnttin~
ch,1mpion £or 2005 ,ind all confer-

baseball
Back row: Coach Jason Pohlmeier, Danny Adams, Lucas Bauer, Jude
Rueswald, Charles Strickland, Taylor Copsy, Doug Schluterman, Sean
Wright, Jacob Didion, Ryan Cravens, Joseph Kremer, Willie Johnson, Nea l
Schluterman, Sam GuJutzo, Joshua Dunham, Drew Koch, Jordan Pridgin, Joe
Darr, Coach Brad Kent
Front row: Joe Arbogast, Javin Sharp, Bill Morton, Freddy Jones, Juan de
Jesus, Ju tin Alvarez, ick Stuth, Luke Ahearn

enct:'.
2. First-vecU coc:1ch~ Brad KL'nt and
!,hon rllhlmt.•icr !Md quite,, bit L)f

t:''<pencnce playing ball themseh·es.

3. Damw Adam, (11) co,erL>d
~econd base.
-1. Jude Ruesewaltl (9) pitch,,d the
opening game, losing in the tenth
innin~ 0-1, a~ainst Dardanelle.

Neal Schlutennan

After a winter of being cooped up
inside, lots of sports fans eagerly
await the season of baseball. Sure
they are leaving behind some heavyduty sports like football with the
SuperBowl not long gone and
basketball with its intense March
Madness. But there is something
reassuring in knowing that baseball
is around the corner of winter - the
game of springtime and the promise
of summer sun.

Whether you' re good at it or not,
a player or a fan - most people enjoy
the leisurely nature of the sport.
Fans enjoy the social nature of the
game. Players, like Drew Koch and
Neal Schlutennan, call it a "laidback" sport.
\,Ir. Mike Berry, former coach,
speaks for many when he called
baseball his "first love." He said, "I
played baseball from the time l was

four until I was 20. I grew to love
and respect the game more than any
other."
For a sistant coach Jason
Pohlmeier, baseball is like life. "In
Life you do not get to choose your
situations and difficulties, but you
must react to whatever comes. ln

I just look at !pitching} as
playing catch with the
catcher. I always like
to break off a nasty
curve ball. It
doesn't happen
often. The pitch I
would most like to
work on isa
knuckle baU. It is

baseball you do not get to pick the
batter; you do not get to pick who
has to field the ball. You must do
your best when the game call on
you."
Since it is a game of few points,
every error is potentially threatening. Any error could be the one that
gives the opponent that golden
opportunity. It is a game that
requires players to think on their
feet and be ready for anything. It is
a game of recognizing and grabbing
opportunities.
Seize the moment!

.the boys of summer

Sean Wright
game photos by \ii.rs. Robin Schlutennan

Dardanelle
Clarksville
Hector
Lamar
Mulberry

Feb. 24
Feb. 27
March 2
March 3
March 6

Clarksville
Scranton
Ozark
Scranton
Paris

March 17

March 20
March 23
March 24
March 27

Mansfield
Booneville
Farmington
West Fork
Waldron

March 29

Aprll 3
April 6

Aprll 7
April 10

No CURVE
BALLS here

Cross Country Team
Row 1: Je Ho Lee, Ho Jun Hwang, Jae Kyung Lee
Row 2: Henry Sayre, Sean Maness, James Lim, Chris Gattis,
Coach Bruce Schulte

Catch me if you can
Track helps me
to stay in shape

and still be
active in school

For my first indoor
meet, the van
brokedm...n. I

activities. I ran
o nce last year

and my event

got to sleep at 1

wasn't that hard,
so I joined track

a.m. and had

to
wake up at 8 a.m.

again this year.

for Saturday OT.

Sean Maness (11)

Marcus Wewers
In cross country, you get a
constant change of the

things around you which
makes it all the more

My best time in the mile
was 4.57 and fo r the

interesting. The

800

monotony of
running around

meter run a

2.08. Since track
is an ind ividual

a circular track

sport, it shows

for who knows

how much

how long is
enough to make

someone is into

the sport by how
much he puts into it.

someone want to

kill himself.

Cody SchJuterman

The last couple of minutes
before the start I get
super nervous and

doubt myself, but
once the gun fires,
I concentrate and
do the best I can.
t've learned that
there is always

someone better.
You learn to

compete against yourself,
your own time.

Chris Gattis (11)

OH , the
MEMORIES

cross country & track

Chris Gattis has a hobby.
It's no playful, fun activity like
stained glass or paper airplanes or carpentry projects.
For him, riding a bike 90 miles
in one day is a "hobby."
Chris is a member of the St.
Edward Mercy Cycling Team.
He has competed in races in
Fort Smith, St. Louis, Springfield and Tulsa.
As a member of the riding
club, he competes in events
and group rides. He won first
place in the 18 and under
category at the Ca\'anal Hill
Climb in Poteau, OK, last
summer. The 1999-foot climb
was" very challenging. It was
definitely the hardest thing I
have ever done physically."
Club rides arc usually less
demanding. He and others in
the St. Edward group go out
most weekends for a SO to 60
mile pleasure ride. These
\Veekends are more about hm

90

than about endurance and winn_ing.

His unde Chuck Stengel, who
has biked across America, got him
started bicycling by giving Chris
one of his older bikes. By working
all summer, Chrb has replaced that
beginning bike with a $1600 version,
a light bike with a carbon fiber
frame.

For Chris, the benefits of biking
arc plenty: his physical conditioning is great; his heart and lungs are
healthy; he has made good friends;
and he has learned teamwork.
"Jn racing, you have to draft and
count on people," he said. 'There's
strategy to biking. You have to
know when to break away to get a
lead."
He said that U,e importance of
teamwork is learned quickly.
Racers learn that they need opponents to make them stronger riders.
Riders on their own tend to lose
their pace and slow down; therefore,
they are more easily overtaken. The
lessons are many.

We had a meet in

Clarksville one
year right after
Spring Break
and I was out of
shape. I ran the
100 then went

into the grass and
threw up.

Andrew Eubanks
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I've had a
sprained wrist
and lots of
jammed fingers.
Goalie is the
hardest spot on
the field · if your

I. Juan Pablo Rodriguez (q ), as a game
maker, often r~ul.1t~d th~ current
of theg-<1me.
2. Two fre-hmen Cooper White and

\1ig:ud Elizondo practice some foot work.
:l. Ddon Veron (10) was a d.irkhor~
who could play St?\eral postitions.

~- Bum Park(ll ). team captain, had

team loses.

playL:>ci striker for three years.
5. Jamt.>s Lim{lO}, inexperienced in reaJ
games before the !Kcl.SOn, contributed as
stnker.

Best 11
Top Row: Chris Rudolph, Kyle Rudolph, Dylon Veron, Jake Lee, Bum Park,
Patrick Richards, Miguel Elizondo, Fernando Jimenez, Coach Scott King
Bottom Row: And y Thompson, Alec H ar ter, Jason Young, And res Ramirez,
Aldo Ri vera, Benjamin H ar rison, Seung Chui Lee, Juan Pablo Rodriguez,
Michael Blanchard, Soo Min Lee.

Although soccer
didn't get as
much hype as

other sports, it
was extremely
rewarding and
fun to play.

I'm glad that I
joined soccer
team in Subiaco

Academy. I love
to play soccer

with teammates
and Coach King.

Jake Lee (10)

I think that we
will have a very
successful year
in soccer. Our

coach, Mr. King,
has done well in
teaching us
some techniq ues
and passing
skills of soccer.
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March 3
March 7
March 10
March 14
March 17
March 23
March 31
April 4
April 7
Apri l 18
April 21

Green Forest
Dardanelle
Huntsville
Greenwood
Flippin
Clarksville
Eureka Springs
Ozark
Harrison
Siloam Spring
Berryville

"J try to stres~ team chemistry.
and these young men have
responded with great enthusiasm and pride for their
school. I hope they take this
experience of being part of a
team and helping one anoU,er
far bcvond the soccer field."

Coach Scott King

One more soccer coach led the team. Those on the team who have played
under several coaches had high hopes for the tea m th.is year. Mr. Scott
King, who has worked as a dean for severa l years, was recruited for soccer
coach.
The new coach and the new players got along together well . For the first
month, players were put through physical cond itioning exercises for better
shape. They basically wo rked on lunges, high knee, and sprints to build
condition and shape. After regulating the condi tion of the players, Coach
King worked on corner kicks and passing skills. The team often prac ticed by
playing scrimm age ga mes wi th several fo rmations.
Coach King carefully looked fo r the best players for each position. It
wasn' t an easy decision fo r Coach King to assign players fo r positions,
beca use soccer players were ta lented this year and he had to check each
players' cond itions, passing s kills, foo t wo rk, and kicking abilities. H e had to
measure each player's abilities to find the best 11 to sta rt.
Bum Pa rk (11), soccer captain and three-year player fo r Subiaco, said
"Coach King was the best coach ever I have met. He listened to players'
thoughts and reflected on our opinions d uring ga mes. l was extremely glad
that I could play soccer w ith th.is coach."

one team one dream
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~'1y favorite book is 1984. I
like the wav Orwell talks
;iboul coru:.~iousness and
unconsciousness and reality.
-Aus tin Willis {12)

The character from a book
that I am most like is Leo
from Ma~rix. The book
teaches that you need to
believe in yourself.
- Yen-Nien Chen (11 )

Congratulations, Brandon

Andrew Eubanks
You have always amused us from the time you
were a little boy. Now that you are a young man,
you amaze us with your commitment to your
education, your friends and family. We know with
your determination you can accomplish whatever
you desire in life.
Be true to the Lord and
yourself. The Lord will
bless you for being the
wonderful yo ung man
that you are.

We are very proud of you. You
will succeed at all you do in life.
Don't let anyone look down on
you, but
set an
example
for the believers in speech, in life,
in love, in faith, and in purity.
1 Timothy 4:12

We love you,
Mom and Dad

We love you,
Dad, Mom &
Lyndsey

Nathan Schluterman
athan,
From the time you were old enough to talk,
every time we went past the football lield
you would say, "That's where I am going to
play football when I get bigger."
Well, you finally got "bigger" and you enjoyed four years on the team. It is so hard
to believe that now you are graduating. We
love you and are so proud of you.
Work hard and you will always get what
you are after.

Taylor Copsy
No matter what anybody says or does,
you always remain true to yourself. It is that quality that
makes us all think you are so great.
Don't ever lose that unique characteristic!
You are an inspiration and we could not be more proud
ofyoul
Thank you for being a son and brother we can always
count on.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Rebecca
Nathan - You Got-R-Done!!!
The ch.uactcr most like

___.

.,..

me is Billv Bob off
"V.1rsitv 81u~." He's big
and pl~y3 football.
-Sam Culut-z.o (9)

I wou ld be Dcn1:cl Washington from the movie "Training O.iy" because he was just

so powerful and had a
..,trong presence thoughout.
-Alan Albert (11)

The story of my lifo is about

u:..,., ___,._.. a student w ho is st.iyin g in
the U.S. :.tu dy ing English
and who \Vants to be a
SUCCC5S

in the future.

-Ji-Young Ahn (9)
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GO TROJANS!

Subiaco
Federal
Credit
Union
P.O. Box 84
Subiaco, AR 72865

"Serving Logan County since 1880"

THOMAS M. SPIVEY
BA.1'-JK.of th.e OZARKS•
ll

www.bankozarks corn

Member FDIC

BAI,D OR

1-800-293-0585
Phone (479) 934-4201
(479) 934-46-!2
Fax
www.subi acofcu .org t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

MOTORS AND DRIVES

Congratulatio ns
Class of 2006
EXCELLE
Subiaco Academy=Quality Education
THE FIRST TEAM= Q uality Financia l Services

~
FIRST TEAM

LENSING BROS.,INC.

Paris

11 E. Main St., Paris
(479) 963-2121

FARMERS
CO-OP

Coy J. Rush, Jr. David L. Rush Craig L. Cook
J. Patrick McCarty Eric Soller

P.O. Box 387
Paris, AR 72855

Paris Office

Ozark Office

Fort Smith Office

(479) 963-3002

(479) 667-0037

(479) 785-4466

Thank you for supporting Subiaco Abbey and Academy

v,6rreri,
Shoes

Phone: 479-963-4164
Fax:479-963-6552

Mike
k's
Frederic
Body Shop, Inc.

508 East Walnut, Paris
479-963-8600
www.regions.co m

Mike Frederick

(-179) 635--1 111

Subiaco, AR
One change that I would
make to a movie is that I
would negotiate with Green
Goblin to tum him from evil
side. I personallv don't want
Gr~n Goblin to die.
•Se ung Chui Lee (10)

Telephone
479-936-3501

(479) 934-4298
Fax: (479) 934-4263

Caulksville/Ratcliff Branch
Member FDIC

Attorneys at Law

GENERAL
DENTISTRY

24 Hour Wrecker Service

Your Anytime Banking Information Services

First National Bank

Building Material, Appliances
Floor Coverings, Heat & Air,
Wallpaper & Paint

P.O. Box 551 22 S. Express
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-2901
www.paris-express.co m

RUSH, RUSH, & COOK

(479) 934-4310

or
WWW. firsqiaris.net
at

(479) 667-5744 FAX 667-3254
1910 Baldor Drive
Ozark, Arkansas 72949

D.D.S., P.A.

Highway 22
Subiaco, Arkansas

TEAM ACCESS 2-!/7@ 1-866-725-8624

The

Paris Express

934-4207

(479) 963-2242

24 Hr. Phone

2715 West Wa /1111t
Paris, Arkansas 72855

The character most like me

I am most l ike Burris

is Oliver Twist. We like the

Offec fro m Medslar , who
prefers to heal peop le but

My favorite books are the
Harry Potter series because
they are interesti ng and

knows how lo fight and
will defend others if

fun ny.
-Seth Buckman (10)

same stuff.
-J onath on Callahan (10)
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Neal
CONGRATULATIONS
SEAN!
Yo1t started this joumey 18 years ago.
After throwing blocks ttt the teacher and
rolling quarters down the pew i11 church,
we werm 't too sure where the road would lead
you. You have become so much more than we
ever expected. You are defiuitel.y the highlight
of 01tr lives. You are a great big brother and
a la11i11gfrie11d. We are all very lucky to have
you in 01tr lives. It has beeu a long ride for all
of us, but well worth it to see you and the ma11
that yo1t have become. The journey is almost
over and you made it. We are all very proud
ofyou mul wish yo1t all the happiness in
the future. Never sell yourself short aud
believe that with hard work and determination
success will be yours.

What can we say. There's never been a dull moment with you.
You have kept us in laughter and tears. Your abilities are endless and you have
proven that. You will go far with all of your determination and hard work. May
you reach whatever goal you set, whatever dreams you want the most. You
deserve the best that life has to offer. We are so proud of you and remember we
will always be here for you. Congratulations!
love ya always,
Mom & Dad, Curtis, Doug and Wesley

AU OUR LOVE,
MOM, DAD, TREY, JUDD, PAM, JOHN,
BRIAN, HEIDI, MICHAEL, KENNY, AND
WALKER
Hey Boys,
I will miss all of you seniors of
2006 so much. I have watched
each of you over the years turn
from silly freshmen to bright
young men with the world in front
of you. Keep your heads high and
reach for the stars. There is
enough out there for all of you.
You all KNOW the right from
wrong, so do the right thjng.
Remember when ... !
Love you lots,
Momma Robin

t \\ ould chan~e the Dukes of
Ha=:arJ so that the Oukt..>:.
lill Ix.is!- Hog.
-Jose ph Darr (9)

\.h, favori te book is D,·i1d
AJ;,11 W11/ki11g bec<1u.,c I
don't bcl ie\"e in the death

pcn.1lty and it i!. a n!ry
\v1..•II \.vritten book
,__ __ _ _ -Ellis Mathieu (9)

The cha meter I'd most like to
be is Spiderman because I

The !.lory of my life i!:I about
trying to find the good way

want to go anywhere by web

for me.
-Jin Won Kim (11)

in just a short time.

l1111~"'1Mr"'-

-Ja e Kyung Lee (10)

My favo rite books ,ire the
A rtemis Fo,,1 1 series. He
uM"s hi s talent:. to solve
mind- numbing pua le:..
-Mike Moore (9)
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Edward

Jones

Dan , Po er
Investment Representative
119 E. Walnut St.
P.O. Box 623
Paris, AR 72855
Bus. -!79-963-1321 Toll free 888-963-1321
Home -179-75-l-31-lS
www.edwardjones.co m

Homet own
Compu ters

IMeRcv

NOIITH LOGAN
MERCY HOSPITAL

500 EAST ACADEMY PARIS, AR 72855
479-963-6101

-~~

201 S. Elm
Paris, Arkansas
Phone: 479-963-1530

Serving the Community

Jim Kiefer
A+ Certified Technician

Good Food

Good People

Good Times

Pizza Barn
963-3334
515 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

PIHLMEIER'S
---- Tire Center & Quick Lube-----

•
•
•
•

QUICK LUBE
CV SHAFTS
ALIGNMENTS
SHOCKS

• BRAKES

Eric Street
479-963-TIRE (8473)

l'fta r
www.Tirepros.com

1404 E. Walnut (Hwy. 22 E.) • Paris, AR 72855
I .im mo~t like the caretaker
in Tht• Li.mge~/ Yard. He
d0t..--sn't like to get involved.

-Chris Rudolph (9)

Congra tulation s Sean Wright
and the
Senior Class of 2006

Congratu lations! Marcus

Barham Law Office, P.A.
111 E. Walnut St.
Paris, Arkansas 72855

R. Kevin Barham
Attorny at Law

The years have gone so fast.
We are very proud of you and all
that yo u've accomplished.

Phone 479 /963-3996
Fax 479 /963-2209

Please continue to make good
choices in h fc and ask God fo r hi s
blessing and support each day.
I know that your dad is very

Simple
Simon's
On the Square Pizza

proud of you, too.
We love you !

Paris, AR 72855
4 79-963-1385

Mom, Jack, Mitch & Morgan

Congrats, Austin
I can rcl,1te to The C11trher
in the Ryr by J.0. Salinger.
-Marcus Trachier (10)

In shorter movies, I'd add a
bunch of other scenes that

make no sens.e.
-Jeff Thomas (11)

~

,.'fl I like The Cl,oseu bt.->cause it is
- • a down-to-earth story about
two young men that
addresses important issues
that .1re often overlooked.
L-...;.L.-;- . -C hris Murray (10)

My favorite book is /11re11t11d
e11 [xtnsis because ii was the
first book I have really read.

My favorite book is Tiu•
Niglil-Side. I like the story
..
line and how the au thor

-Ferna nd o Jimenez (11)

creates a new world.
-Luke A hea rn (10)

Dave - Dave,
You'll ah,ays be my "litt le bro th er."
Love ya lots!

Da\e.
··1·11 always be taller
than you!··
-Boyce

Da,e-O.
··("II See )OU in
college next year!
Congratulations! ..

Austin Willis

.__:,..,,_ ...___

• Briun

l

g;::!c;:~;~:\in

migos ni famila.
Tu has sido las

cosas para mi.
Muchas Gracias por

Da,id. You have the heart. perse\erance
strength of character to achie\e anything you want in life.
Ah,ays remember to smile and the world II ill smi le with you'

- I Lo,·e You, \!om

los buenos

momentos que
pasamos JUntos.
-Alicia

Cody
Schlut erman
Congratulations, Codman.
You did it. Love ya,
Dad, Mom, Krysta l, Toby,
Susan and Rob
P.S. Gotcha
Danielle Tencle, e
O" ner/S t) list

27 N. Express
Paris, AR 72855

C ured and smoked mea ts
C usto m slaughte rin g

Fox Processi~g••t•

Congratulations,
Austin!
We're proud of you.
We love you.

Family owned and operated - again
O\, ner Don Fox

479-938-2236
Open Mon.-Fri. - 8 a.111. to S p.m.
Sat. - 8 to noon
If I could be a charac1cr

lx-cau~ 1 like him \\ 1th
hi~ knife or \\ ha1c,.,cr that
-Jua n Pablo (9)

\ly fo,ornc book is Where rhe
Red Fem Gro,rr. 11·s the best
story of a hoy and his dogs.
-.Joseph Kremer (10)

Mom, John, and
Stephen
The charnctcr most like
me is Ginll1 from Lord of
!he Rings bccnuse he is
funny. Also he doesn"t

tvly ra,oritc no, cl is The
Jakes . It remind~ me of my
friends growing up, hunting
and fishing and camping
1ogcther.
-Fred Black ( 12)

Drew
The greatest compliment a man
can give a young man is "I wish

my son was like you." If the good
Lord would ask me if I wanted

Rikki

another son like you, I would say,

''I'll take a dozen."
Drew, you have so much going

for you. Make the most of it and
have a great time doing it.
Love,
Dad

You have grown up into a strong young man
With deep convictions
And a longing for justice and the truth.
With the courage of a lion
You are willing to stand for others
And question injustice and abuse of power.
With the heart of a poet searching for truth
You find music in everything
And have learned to express it well.
Much of life is yet to come
Indifference will be your greatest foe.

Drew,
You have been a pleasure to raise and I feel blessed that God
picked you to be my son. Being a parent to the wonderful boy
that you were and the great young man that you've become has
made mea better person. But even little angels have shaky halos!
Breaking someone's arm? Being on the wrong end of a cigar?

Telling untrue jail stories? Almost having a true jail story to tell?
RoJJjng orange house paint onto an F150? Sound familiar?
Drew, you have always been and still arc a ton of fun to be
around and you have been a true and special blessing to your

"The only thing needed for evil to grow
Is for good men to be indifferent."

Dad and me.

Love you lots.
Mom.

God's gift to you is music.
Let it give you peace and protect you
As you give it back to God.
Love, Dad

These fo ur years a t Subiaco have been a big change from home schooling
and you have learned much about life . This i , however, only the beginning
and the re is much of life yet to come. We love you very much and will
always be with you in spirit and close at hand in times of need.
Mom&Dad

In tht! Frllowsl11p of till' Rm--:,

The churacter I'd like to

the chJracter Tom Bombdil

be

<,hould be in becau~ that

rRcmt·mlit·r tl,c Tita11,)

wa-. an impPrtant pt.>r-.on

-Da nie l Harrison (10)

j-.,

Co,ich Bone

becau'-,1.• he was strict but
fair and -.ucce-.,sful.
- - - - - ·David Hunter (12)

llndre s Ramire z

f'd cha nge The Lm1sest Yard
so Chris Rock wou ldn't die
.1nd Adam S,1ndlcr's team
wou ld win bv more.
._._._,.,._, Jackson Worden (9)

Andres,
Thank you for
being part of
our family. You
have enriched
our lives with
friendship,
humor, and
music . Our love
goes with you
wherever you
may go, and you
are always welcome wherever
we may be.
~ Ms, Freerksen

Andres,
Though you
may not have
grown large in
stature, you
certainly have
in mind, heart,
and spirit.
Thanks for
being the finest
friend one
could ask for.
~ Mike

The cha racter I am most like

is the Arbiter from Hnlv 2.
H e was betraved bv his

peers and prCvailcd wi th

i

~~:~~ :~~~;:;~es (12)

I want the end of Ki11g
Kong to not just stop but
to hcwc an action scene or
something.

.,.._..._.._.._, -Joshua Dunham (10)

My favorite book is
Hu ckleberry Fi1111 because it
discusses raci,11 issues in so rt
of a calm wav.
-Bill Hei l (1())
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Great Wall

CARMA GRAPHIX
Authorized Agent of

Ghinese Restaurant

~cingula r·

Paris. llrkansas

raising 1he bar

313 E. WAUruT
PAlJS. Al. 72855
FAX C-479) 963· 1374
PHC>tK U79) 96)-6609

ll-79-963-1688

MARKR. HU&Ol
CAROLYM K. HUMlt

Simple
Simon's
Pizza

Scott's Flowers
Scott Snow

On the Squa re
Pa ris, A R 72855

Owner

479-963-1385

15 :,Jorth Em Street
Paris, A R 72855

Congrats, Marcus

963-6860

,Jl"!!.
JOSEPH H. SCHLUTERMAN
514 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

35 West Main - Paris, AR

479-963-2446

Weare extremely proud of the young man you have become.
Your kindness to others, your humor, that tremendous smile,
and the values you exhibit toward family and church has
brought us so much happiness, and has given us more prtde ~
•
than we rould ever have imagined. we thank God eveiy
day for you, and pray that you never lose your values, or
your hopes and dreams. We know that you can achieve
any position you desire inthis world, but never lose sight
of the fact that you will be remembered the most for your
goodness, your humility, your service. and your character. •
'Don't sweat the small stuff, Donl worry, be happy'

(479) 963-3051
1-800-467-3325

~
Your ONLY Locally Owned & Operated

Internet Service Provider
TI,e best thing to give your enemy i~ forgiveness; to ,111 opponent, tol1,.'rnnce; to ,1 friend ,
~•our hc.irt; to your child, a good ~xampll'; to your fath er, ddercncc; to ~·our mother,
conduct that w ill ni.1 kc her proud or you; to you ~ ir. respect; to all peopll', charity

35 West Main - Paris, AR

479-963-8089
lf I mu ld m.ikc

ii

John Balfour

f

ch,:mge in

Fridav Night Ligltt,, Odesga
would win. It mak~ it twice

a., cool.
•Hold en Glass (11 )

"

\I\" fa\"Uri te book is Bran:
,'Jt1,, WorM It's about

bcin~ happy, but it's not
rea l happiness. It's
happine-.,-., made by

-------■ ~r:itin Lee (10)

I am most like Bilbo
Baggins. I like m y

comfort and sometimes
find myself being

d ragged oH somewhere I
d id n't want to go.
•Chris Rehm (11)

Congratulations
to the Class of 2006

God's blessings for a bright future.
Br. Mel, O.S.B. & Staff

Coury House

LCB
LOGAN COUN'IY BANK
Your smiling /nee
Is a precious treasure
A cherislled source
Of joy nud plensure

May these pictures
Remiud you of yen rs goue by
To keep J,ig/J /,opes
Tlrnt will rencl, t!,e sky

Aud wherever you go
111 whatever you stnrt
A lways "Trust i11 t /, e Lord
Wit/, nil of your l,enrt"

Subiaco Branch: (479) 934-4203

(c) tW3 Jerry & Sandi Knode

Mem.ber FDIC

Love Mom & Dad
Mv favorite bool,., i-. Nil

·.a~-•,1..- Lt(cg1111rd 011 Duty b-.xau-.l' the
character never give!> up.
-Mkhael Hickey (10)

The character mo!>t like
me b Spid1;.•rman. He i..,
sarca-.tic .Jnd witty

-B.J. Moore

11)

Phone: (479) 934-2511
Fax: (479) 938-7084

600 Main Street
Scranton, AR

The character most like me is
Robert Jordan in For Wham

the Bells Toll.
-Jae Hong Lee (10)

The story of my life is about

a humble guy who wins the
lottery and becomes filthy
rich.
-Joe Th om as (11)

The character I am most
like is Hermfone from the

Harry Potter series. She
is smart, uptight, and
a lways has to be right.
,:-,....;:=""-_. -Matthew Sharum (10)

If I could be any character,
I'd be Pele' on The Life
Aquatic with Steve Zisso11.
He's like Guitar George; he
knows a!J the chords.
113
_ _ _ _,_.-_ Do n Goetz (11)

The character I am most like
is Will Ferrill in Elfbt.-cause
he i~ so dumb and geb the
hot girls.
-Cole Robertson (9)

SENIORS
Alvarez, Justin R.
202 Wagonwheel Terrace
Hot Springs. AR ... 1913
Black, Fredrick G.

ill Stuart Island Road
l...dke Village, AR 71653
Chen, Li-Tsu "Richard"
lF, 72, San-Min Road
Taipei, TAIWAN. R.O.C
Chung, Won Ryong
1710-101, Hoogok \.1aeul
Taeyoung Apt. I 7
11san-dong, llsan-gu
Koyand, Kvungk.i-do4.1 l-310
KOREA

Maness, Richard S. " Ri cci"
2719 East Walnut Street
Paris, AR 72855

Mendoza, Victor 0.
3512 Crisoforo Ori\'e
Denton.TX 76207
Ramirez Herrera, Andres
Villa Encantada 131
Tampico Tam 89100
MEXICO
Reeves, Danjel
6728 War Eagle Place
Colorado Spring!>, CO 80919

JUNIORS

L265 Ki rk Circle
GreenvilJe, MS 38701

Thomas, Jeff Monyo ro
2306 Snowdon Drive
Arlington, TX 76018

Buckman, Seth
99 Wood ru ff 616
McCrory, AR n101

Ada m.s, Daniel Vincent
1870 Lonhill Ori\'e
Collierville, Th 38017

Moore, 8.J.
7-117 MaJabar Lane

Thomas, Joseph
2001 Blisswood

Butler, William " Buck"

Dallas, TX 75230

Pocahontas, AR 72455

no1 8~ Street
Lubbock, TX 79424

Ahn, Sung Kee
103-301, Baekjae Hyundai
Apt. 312
Godeok-dong, Gangdong-gu
Seoul, KOREA

oebels, Paul Francis
21 So. Ro5eville
Pa ris, AR 72855

Turner, Dakota Vernon
6160 W. State Hwy. 22
Paris, AR 72855

Callahan, Jonathan Daniel
1310 East Walnut Street
Fort G ibson, OK 74434

Oglevie, Bradley colt
1305 Lovers Lane
Van Buren, AR n956

Vollmer, Patrick Michael
299 Blackberry Rd.
Boone, NC 28607

Crow, Lance
513 E. Main Street
Paris, AR 72855

Parada Gaytan, Arturo
Zacatecas lt987 Nte.
CD. Obregon, Sonora 85000
MEXICO

Wewers, Kevin Norbert
4.280 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranton, AR 72863

Didion, Jacob
2923 So. 65 th Street
Fort Smith, AR 72903

Wewers, Kyle Eugene
4280 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranton, AR 72863

Dunham, Jos hua
1516 S.W. 35th Street
Moore, O K 73160

Wiese, Jadon Scott
805 Scherman Oaks
Conway, AR nOJ.l

Harrison, Daniel
IOnB Sunny Circle
Pine Bluff, AR 75218

Will ems, Nathan Michael
14 Robinwood Drive
Searcy, AR 72143

Havas, Reginald " Reggie"
10849 Scotspring
Dallas TX 75218

Montgomery, Ca meron

Albert, A lan Michael
8523 Bloom Mist Court
Houston, TX 77072

Richards, Patrick T.
1800 Oriole Street
Springdale, AR 72764

Arbogast, Joseph Adrian
6092 Macinness
Memphis, TN 38119

Copsy, Taylor A.
I 2 South Randolph Street
Paris, AR 72855

Rivera, Aldo 8.
1250i Vorana
Houston, TX 770n

Chen, Yen Nie.n
No. 2--40, Alley 46, Lane 127
Nan-Yuan Street
Tainan 704, TAIWAN

Cravens, Ryan C.
24East Main St.
Paris. AR 72855

Sanderson, C harles E.
798 Woodha\'en Court
Fort Smith, AR 72093

Dejesus, Juan J.
1005 Tuin Oaks
Houston, TX 77076

Schluterman, Cody M.
2135 Crossroads. . Road
Subiaco, AR 72865

Eubanks, Andrew J.
25,lJ Greasy \'alley Road
Paris, AR i2855

Schluterman, athan T.
1895 E. State Hwv. 197
Subiaco, AR i2865

Fox, Craig William
14, So. State Hwy 309
Pari:.,AR 72855

Schluterman, Neal J.
2.566 E. State Highway 197
Subico, AR 72865

Hunter, David Lee
500 So. Vine Street
Paris, AR 72855

Stuth, Michael J.
PO Box 4-419
Camp Connell, CA 95223

Koch, Drew Joseph
403 Ben Lane
Scranton, AR 728n3

Stuth, Nicholas J.
PO Box +H9
Camp Connell, CA 95223

Kyle, Brandon W.
1723 Surrev Lane
\fountain Home, AR n653

Villatoro, Victor J.
6305 Westward, #185
Houston, TX 7708 I

Lee, Jae-Sung
1001 , Htundai Villa
1-10, Garak-dong,
Songpa-ku
Seoul 138-160
KOREA
Lee, Jee-lhin
663-11
llwon-dong, Kangnam-gu
Seoul 135-9-15
KOREA
Lee, Kyung-Soo "Leon•
1'1 l-102Seongyeong
Apt. 506
Daechi-dong, Gangnam-gu
Seoul 135--836

Wewers, Marcus
250 Wewers Lane
Paris, AR n855
Willis, Austin K.
304 Easv Academv Street
Paris, AR 72855 •
Wright, Sean E.
Street
204 South
Para, AR 72855

s··

Yuk, Simuck F. "Francis"
133-1105 Hanbit Apt., Uen
Dong, Yusung Ku
Tae;eon 305-733

KOREA

Cortez, Simon Andrew
6315 Quail \.leadow
Houston, TX n035
Gaskell, Michael Brenton
325 23rd Avenue, N.W.
Canton, OH 44709

Park, S ung Jun
1-1431 Bong Cheon 3 Dong,
Kwanak-Gu
Seoul, KOREA 151--053

Gattis, Christopher
4708 Rausch Road
Ratcliff, AR n951

Park, J un Bum '' Darren"
#7-501 Cheongsol Apt.
Samcheon-dong
Seo-gu, DaejeonCity302-743,
KOREA

Yang, Gunhee
Jugong Apartment 103-160-l,
Pungdukchun-2-dong
Yong-in City, Kyounggi-do
SOlJfH KOREA

Hwang, Ho Jun
506-1602 Yeolmae-Maeul
Apt.Jijok-dong
Yuseong-gu, Oaejeon 225-390
SOUTH KOREA

Glass, Holden
710 E. Short Mountain St.
Paris, AR 72855

Reeves, Andrew Stephen
6728 War Eagle Place
Colorado Springs, CO 80919

1rico, Bruce
134 White Oak Lane
Litt.le Rock, A R 72227

Goetz, Do nald
147 No. Subiaco Ave.
Subiaco, AR 72856

Rehm,Christopher
948 Cravens I....1ne
New Blaine, AR 72851

Yoon, Suenghwan "Sam"
511-120-I, Mokdong Apt.
Mok 5-dong,
Yangchun-gu
Seou l 158-755
KOREA

Harrison, Benjamin
10728 Sunny Circle
Pine Bluff, AR 71603

Sayre, f-lenry Stuart
1456 No. 41!.t Street
Fort Smith, AR 7290-l

Hickey, Mi chael Andrew
l520 No. Jefferson Ave.
El Dorado, AR 71730

Schluterman, Alex Jordan
3852 Old Military Road
Paris, AR n855

Jimenez, Femando
Aldama m
Jiminez, Chihuahua C.P
33987
MEXICO

Schluterman, Douglas
2566 E. State Hwy.197
Subiaco, AR 72865

Kim, Andrea Ryowon
BoramaeSamsungChereville
805 Shindaebang 2dong,
Dongjakgu
Seoul, KOREA
Kim.Jin Won
BoramaeSamsungChereviJle
805 Shindaebang 2 dong,
dongjakgu
Seoul 156-728, KOREA

KOREA
Man ess, Sea n Michael
2719 East Walnut Street
Paris, AR 72855

116

Park, Hyu n Kuk
Mirae
601-1002
Apt.
Bundanggu
Sungnam, Kyungki (Ko)-463819

Schluterman, Quinton
20-I Shady Lane
Scranton, AR 72863
Sch luterman,Jared
200 Crane Creek Road
Paris, AR 72855
Tang, Li Qi "Ricky"
1403, Block 2, Qunyuange
Huajing Garden
Jida Zhuhai
Zhuhai, Guandong, China
519015

Zagurski, John Thomas
P.O. Box 357
Gainesville, TX 76241

SOPHOMORES
Ahearn, Luke
P.O. Box 10763
Pens..1cola, FL 32524-0763
Altiner, Baykal
2609 Roxbury Lane
Forth Smith, AR 72908
Baek, Seung Min
Donga Apt.#215-1001
Seohyeon 2-dong,
Bu ndang-gu
Sungnam 463-763
KOREA
Bauer, James Lucas
7810 East Sta te Hwy. 197
Scranton, AR 62863

Joh nson, William " Willy"
4340 Wi lliamsburg Road
Dallas, TX 75220
Kim, Tae Young
105-605
Kukhwa Dongseong A
Samcheon-dong, Seo-gu
Datjeon 302-782
KOREA
Kremer, Joseph
9338 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranton AR 72863
lee, Jae-Hong
#10-11-5 Caram ApL
Samcheon-dong, Seo-gu
Daejeon, 302-744
KOREA
l ee, Jae Kyung
301-2004 J-Pa rkJeongja-dong
Bundang-gu Su.ngnam City
KOREA

Lee, Jc-ho
H yojanchon l mkwang Apt.

#305-902
Seohyun-dong, Bundang-gu
Sungnam, Ku.nggi 463-766
Lee, Soo Min Choi
12-1308 Eunma Apt.
Daechi 2-dong Kangnam-gu
Seou l KOREA
Lee, Young Min
Seo Gu, Sam Chun Dong
Kuk Hwa Lire Apt. 203-107
Oaejeon 302-782
SOUTH KOREA
lee, Seung Chui
45-32 Chun-won Villa
Nam-Chun 1 Dong, SaoYoung G u
Busan 613--01 1, SOUTH KOREA
Lim, Chui Jong (James)
#104-1801, Geonyoung Apt.
Ahreum Maeul
lmae-dong, Bundang-gu,
Sungnam-si
Kyungki-do463-731 KOREA
Murray, Christopher
3709 Ed10 Trail
Fort Worth, TX 76109
Post, Jose ph
5 Ashley Drive
Morrilton, AR nno
Pridgin, Jordan
1244 Rodeo Arena Rood
Scranton, AR 72863
Reeves, Jos hua
6728 War Eagle Place
Colorado Springs, CO 80919

Thompson, Andy
869 Abbey Grove La ne
Cordova, TN 38018

Darr, Jose ph
P. 0. Box 673
Lissie, TXn45-l

Trachier, Marcus Xavi er

Elizondo, Migu el

Porter, Robert Leo "Robby"

5036 Golfside Drive
Frisco, TX 75035

Santa Cruz #117, Residential
Santa Cruz,
Garza Garcia, .L., 66277
MEXICO

591 Classen Drive
Da llas, TX 75218-1727

Veron, Dylan
9 Par Drive
Lake Charles, LA 70605
Tsai, Yi-Pei "Alan "
1-11, I....me 175,
Chung-wen St.
Chia-Yi
Taiwan 600, R.O.C.

Fisher, William
2707 E. Woodcliff Rd.
Fayetteville, AR 72701
Glass, Phillip
710 E. Short Mountain St.
Paris, AR 72855

Robe rtson, William
641 Sherwood Road
Shreveport, LA 71106

Gulut:zo, Samuel
16 Mtn, Village, Est.
Bigelow, A R 72016

Rodriguez, Juan
Paseo San Victor 2603
Valle Real
Zapopan, Jalisco 45019
MEX ICO

Yuk, Simseo k "A ndrew"
133-1 IOS Hambi Apt.
Uen Dong, Yusung Ku
Taejeon 305-7333, KOREA

Harter, Alec
815 Quail Chase Lane
Collierville, TN 38017

Rudolph, Chris Alexander
1536 E. Amber Drive
Fayetteville, AR 72703

Heil, William " Bill"
908 Ann Street
Paris, AR n855

Ru esewa ld, Jude
190 Jim Browder Road
New Waverly, TX77358

Hong, "Andrew"
903 Mok 5 Dong
Ya ng-Chu n gu
Mokdong Apt. 313-1001
Seoul 158-753, KOREA

Ryu, Je- Dong " Reagan"
Sinsigaji Apt.
90-l-1102, 9-danj i
Sinjeong I-dong,
Yangcheon- gu
Seoul, 156-769
SOlJfH KOREA

Zertuche Valdez Alberto
Ave. 4 Oriente #200
Delicias Chihuahua 33000
M EX ICO

FRESHMAN
Ahn, Ji Young
103-301, Baejae
H yundai Apt. 312
Godeok-dong, Gangdong-gu
Seoul, KOREA
Blanchard, Michae l
Municipal Airport
Pecos, Texas 79m-2634

Jones, Frederick
3142 Elmora Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21213
Kluempers, William "Will"
HCI, Box 1459M
Wappapello, MO 63966

Martin-de-Nicolas, Andrew
8104 Bell Mountain Drive
Austin, TX 78730

Carr,James
952 Edwa rd Avenue
Louisville, KY 40204

Mathi e u, Michael " Ellis"
73459 Lee Road
Covington, LA 70453

Siahmakoun, Simon Ali
1403 . W. "K" Street
Bentonville, AR 72712

Chen, Han-Ting " Hunter''
Jhongshan S. Road, Young
Kang City
Tainan Country 710
TAIWAN, R.O.C.

Mayes, Mi chael
360 1 West Weir Road
Fayettevi lle, A R 72704

Stehle, William
3621 Union Road
Subiaco, AR 72865

Chen, Yu-Ts u "Andy"
2F, 72, San-Min Road
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C

Strickland, C harles
415 Red Oak Lane
Sh reveport, LA 71106

Choi, Young Jin
101-502 Ssangyong Adenalex
202 Geumgok, Bundang
Seongnam, Kyonggi 463-805,
KOREA

Sharum, Matthew
8605 Timberlyn Way
Fort Smi t.l1, A R 72903

Rigano, Emils
9795 Hwy. SO
Howard , CO 81233

Yang, Arnold Eun Suk
7328 Rainbow Drive
C u pertino, CA 95014

Boal , Brad
5 Nicole Court
North Little Rock, AR nn8

Rudolph, Kyle Anthony
1536 Amber Drive
Fayetteville, AR 72703-3087

Morton, William "Bill"
907 Merri tt Street
Searcy, AR 72143

McKee, Ian
5612 G lenview Lane
The Colony, TX 75230
Moore, Mi chael
7417 Malaba r Lane
DalJas, TX 75230
Morton, Darren
14n2GorgeousYiewTerrace
Little Rock, AR 72143

Sharp, Javin Ray
20 Daniel Dri\'e
Sherwood, A R 72120
Stewart, Jos hua
1209 Anna Street
West Sacramento, CA 95605
White, Matthew Cooper
450 Bayshore Drive
Hot Springs, AR 71901-9244
Worden, Jackson Mark
3257 E. Charing Cross
Fayettev ille, AR 72703
Wright, Mckenzie Lee
105 Henson Drive
Paris, AR n855
Young, Jason Andrew
2040 Wigwam Circle
Conway, AR 72032

Alvarez, Justin 47, 6 ,5, 4, 37, 24, 32, 69, 72, 74
Black, Fredrick G. 3, 48, 5, 22, 24, 32, 64, 68, 71, 72,
96,114
Chen, Li-Tsu " Richard" 9, 45, 43, 6, 24, 32,
Chung, Won Ryong 45, 24, 32, 53
Copsy, Taylor A. 1, 7, 47, 25, 30, 32, 52, 73, 74, 75,
99
Cravens, Ryan 23, 25, 32, 71, 94, 111
DeJesus, Juan 7, 38, 41, 45, 47, 5, 23, 25, 32, 71, 74
Eubanks, Andrew 7, 3-1, 47, 5, 25, 32, 64, 72, 74, 75,
76
Fox, Craig 1, 5, 26, 32, 60, 64, 81, 96
Hunter, David 7, 26, 32, 52, 60, 71, 81, 108
Koch, Drew 3, 34, 48, 36, 31, 32, 73, 74, 75, 77, 81,
82
Kyle, Brandon 1, 5, 26, 32, 6-l, 71, 98
Lee, Jae-Sung 41, -15, 27, 32
Lee, Jee-lhin 45, 27, 32, 120
Lee, Leon 39, 45, 5, 27, 32, 71
Maness, Richard 7, 45, 48, 22, 27, 32, 57, 71, 108
Mendoza, Victor 1, 3, 45, 5, 28, 32, 52, 68, 71, 80,
81, 96
Ram irez Herrera, Andres 1, -11, 5, 18, 23, 28, 32,
68, 71, 7-1, 109, 96
Richards, Patrick 7, 4, 37,2 7, 28, 32, 60, 64, 68, 75
Rivera, Aldo 7, 41, 45, 5, 4, 23, 29, 32, 52, 72, 75,
115
Sanderson, Charles 40, 6, 29, 32
Schluterrnan, Cody 3, 29, 31, 32, 60, 72, 75, 80, 81
Schluterman, Nathan 29, 32, 69, 74, 75
Schluterman, Neal 7, 3-1, 42, 4, 23, 30, 32, 60, 68,
73, 74, 75, 77, 81, 96
Stuth, Michael 7, 5, 25, 30, 32, 52, 61
Stu th, icholas 5, 25, 30, 32, 57, 61, 65, 71, 72
Villatoro, Victor 45, 30, 32, 68, 69, 70, 74
Wewers, Marcus 6, 23, 31, 32, 71, 72, 74, 75, 81
Willis, Austin 1, 31, 32, 68, 77, 107, 110, 97
Wright, Sean 3, 7, -18, 4, 31, 32, 60
Yuk, Francis 7, 42, 45, 31, 32, 70, 115

Adams, Danny 38, 52, 72,74, 75, 77, 80, 81
Ahn, Sung Kee 10, 40, 44, 47, 114, 120
Albert, Alan 10, 64, 68, 70, 71, 74, 77, 99
Arbogast, Joe 7, 10, 48, 23, 56, 70
Becker, Gabe 10
Becker, Michael 10
Chen, Yen Nien 2, 9, 45, 97
Cortez, Simon 45, 70, 74, 75, 95
Gaskell, Michael 53, 69, 70, 71, 80, 81, 83, 95
Gattis, Christopher 11, 47, 48, 69, 71
Glass, Holden 10, 47, 23, 64, 71, 74, 76
Goetz, Don 47, 36, 64, 66, 71, 96,113
Grady, Tom 8
Harrison, Benjamin 8, 43
Hickey, Michael 38, 45, 47, 66, 69, 70, 71, 95, 112
Jimenez, Fernando 45, 22, 105
Kim, Andrea 38, 45, 46, 70
Kim, Jin Won 102
Maness, Sean 8, 22
Montgomery, Cameron 53, 69, 94
Moore, B.J. 2, 42, 45, 47, 71, 81, 112
Noebels, Paul 2, 8, 10
Oglevie, Brad 11, 38, 47, 67, 69, 71
Parada Gaytan, Arturo 9, 38
Park, Hyun Kuk 38, 45, 48, 120
Park, Sung Jun 38, 45
Park, Bum 10, 27, 45, 48, 120
Reeves, Andrew 42, 99
Rehm, Christopher 11, 37, 66, 96, 111
Sayre, Henry 9
Schluterman, Alex 2, 8, 10, 47, 64, 69, 71, 91
Schluterman, Doug 72, 52
Schluterman, Quinton 9, 71, 80, 81, 82
Schluterman, Jared 1, 60, 66, 71, 115
Tang, Li Qi " Ricky" 2, 45, 81
Thomas, Jeff 2, 38, 8, 37, 70, 80, 81
Thomas, Joe 45, 70, 71, 104, 113
Turner, Dakota 2, 11, 66, 101
Vollmer, Patrick 10, 38, 47, 49, 22, 81
Wewers, Kevin 9, 10, 42, 71, 74
Wewers, Kyle 9, 42, 71, 74
Wiese, Jadon 2, 37, 38, 81, 82, 115
Willems, Nathan 8, 37, 39, 81, 82, 115
Yang, Gunhee 10, 38, 45, 48114, 120
Yoon, Sam 44, 27
Zagurski, John 36, 46, 47, 52, 71, 74, 76, 96

Ahearn, Luke 15, 66, 105
Altiner, Baykal 14, 47, 57, 74, 76
Baek, Seung Min 61
Barnett, Adam 14, 70
Bauer, Lucas 48, 71
Buckman, Seth 14, 46, 47, 71 , 81, 101
Buller, Buck 22, 71, 74, 96
Callahan, Jonathon 49, 101
Crow, Lance 12, 111
Didion, Jacob 57, 98, 110
Dunham, Joshua 53, 81, 109
Franz, Michael 13, 57
Harrison, Daniel 40, 43, 15, 108, 115, 96
Hovas, Reggie 46, 47, 15, 71, 81
Hwang, Ho Jun 13, 45, 95
lrico, Bruce 40, 96, 115
Johnson, Willy 103
Kern, William 12
Kim, Tae Young 1, 14, 49, 27, 71
Kremer, Joseph 14, 57, 106, 115
Lee, Jae Hong 45, 112
Lee, Jae Kyung 14, 45, 103
Lee, Je-Ho 45
Lee, Seung Chui 90, 100
Lee, Soo Min 14,40
Lee, Young Min 45, 46, 66
Lim, Chui Jong 45, 46, 107
Murray, Christopher 1, 36, 66, 70, 105
Post, Joseph 14, 47
Pridgin, Jordan 13, 81
Reeves, Joshua 13, 42, 43, 41
Rudolph, Kyle 15, 66, 115
Sharum, Matthew 14, 22, 60, 66, 71, 113
Siahmakoun, Simeon 14, 71, 81
Stehle, William 15, 37, 69, 81
Strickland, Charles 14, 74
Thompson, Andy 40, 22
Trachier, Marcus 13, 104
Tsai, Alan 13, 45
Veron, Dylan 92
Yang, Arnold 13
Yuk, Andrew 42, 45,47,31, 66, 71, 95
Zertuche, Alberto 13, 47, 81

Ahn, Ji Young 16, 99
Blanchard, Michael 18, 78
Boal, Brad 18, 48, 78, 111
Carr, Tyler 18
Chen, Hunter 45, 78, 79
Chen, Andy 19, 43, 45
Choi, Young Jin 16, 18, 45, 68
Darr, Joseph 16, 17, 34, 78, 102
Elizondo, Miguel 18, 34, 37, 49, 78, 79, 107
Fisher, William 98
Glass, Phillip 18, 23, 57, 78, 79
Gulutzo, Sam 78, 79, 98, 110
Harter, Alec 78, 106
Heil, Bill 47, 109, 115
Hong, Andrew 45, 66, 78, 79, 100
Jones, Frederick 19, 23, 78
Kluempers, Will 19, 57, 66, 70
Martin-de-Nicolas, Andres 100
Mathieu, Ellis 39
Mayes, Michael 17, 37,
McKee, Ian 17, 75
Moore, Michael 18, 103
Morton, Scott 46, 78
Morton, William "Bill" 17, 78
Porter, Robby 18, 34, 39, 47, 78
Rigano, Emils 19, 45, 67, 78
Robertson, Cole 18, 23, 78, 114
Rodriguez, Juan Pablo 34, 46, 78, 79, 106
Rudolph, Chris 18, 104
Ruesewald, Jude 17, 34, 69, 78, 79
Ryu, Reagan 38, 45, 69
Sharp, Javin 17
Stewart, Joshua 23, 34, 39, 48, 57, 78, 79
White, Cooper 39, 69
Worden, Jackson 18, 39, 68, 78, 108
Wright, Mckenzie 17, 18, 47, 69
Young, Jason 34, 78, 79, 99

The 2006 Pa yearbook was created
on Adobe
Pagemaker 6 5. A
great thanks go
those who helped
us get the photos
we needed: Fred
Gladd
hael
r
O'Bne Br
Ephrem O Brvan
Br Issac Youfter
Mrs Robin
Schlutennan and
Br FranctS
Kirchner As always thanks g to
Br. Jude Schmitt for
keepin$ the computers 1n working
order Photos were
prepared for pnnt
through the Corel
Photol>amt Program
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S ince no students signed up for yearbook class, the yearbook staff
was unique: they could not be threatened by a grade.
Being a staff member was an interesting experience indeed. Some times
no one showed up, but we somehow managed to get done.
Well, here it is, our miraculously completed yearbook. How did the task
happen, you might wander? Simple.
Our advisor Ms. Hermina Fox, who, by the work of coincidence, had
enough misfortune to have an under taffed yearbook team. Lots of
willingness and work allowed it to happen. This parttime staff was Bum
Park, Gunhee Yang, Sam Yoon, Jared Schluterman, Donald Goetz,
Francis Yuk, Hyun Kuk Park, John Zagurski, Sungkee Ahn, and myself.
We would like to extend our personal thanks not only to our advisor
Mrs. Fox for her dilligent effort, assistance and pizza, but also our
generous sponor. We also thank those who provided us with support.
Well, what can we say? We are done and here goes, hopefully, something.
- ]ee-lhin Lee, Editor

25 Hurricane Katnna strikes Ronda
28 Mandatory evacuation of 00th New Orleans
and M1ssisSipp1 is ordered as Kainoa becomes
a Gategory 5 s1orm in the Gutt ol Mexico
29 Downgradeel to a Gategory 4 storm. Katnna
hits land 1 3 mtlhon homes and busmesses
lose electnc1ty m Louisiana. M1ssiss1ppI and
Alabama 30 levees are breeched. lloodmg
New Orleans and leavmo 100.000 people
stranded After sk)w government response
civil unrest and 1ootmg begins
31 President Bush surveys the damage

seotember
1

30,000 National Guard troops are deployed
Gas pnces spike to as h1gh as SS per gallon.
President Bush visrts Louisiana and signs
a Sl0.5 billion relief bill Nearly 154.000
evacuees arnve mTexas
The New Orleans Superdome Is evacuated

6

Presidem Bush and Congress pledge to
mvest193te the Hawed disaster response
Government-issued deb,t cards are
d1sInbuted to evacuees The program la1fs
and IS ended days later

12 MIChael Brown head of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. resigns. Flooding is
down to 50 pertent in New Orleans.
14 New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin announces
a phased repopulallon plan
15 New Orleans begins to reopen. Kainoa Is named
the most destructive hurricane in U.S. hiStory

20 Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco
declares a state of emergency as
Hurncane Rita strengthens oil the coast

22 Rita h,t~ the Louis-ina coast and heads
lor Texas
23 Thousands evacuate eas1t:rn Texas and the
8th Ward of New Orleans floods once again
after levees are overrun.

October
24 Hurricane Wilma hits southwest Ronda

charges relating 10 the leaking
of a CIA off :er·s identity

• Despite his years of anti-gang
ad>1ocacy while in prison. on
December 13 former Crips
gang leader Stanley "Took,e'
Williams 1s executed by lethal
rnIection for four 1979 murders

• Ctv unrest rocks France as more than
300 towns and suburbs explode wtth
riots and arson High unemployment
racial d1scnminat1on and rage are
blamed for the outbreaks

Science
and nature
.. A global pandemic 1s feared as the avian
flu eta ms 73 lives m Asia by the end of

December and threatens to spread across
the world

... According to recent research.
chocolate can be a healthy
treat thanks to its high content
of llavonoids. which help maintain
good circulation and reduce
blood dotting

• Hiker• scahng Mount Mendel
Glac1 r m California discover
th£- remains or Leo Mustonen.
a World War II airman whose
plane crashed m 1942

• U.S. S< 1entist Gregory Olsen
pays S20 mllhon !or a trip
to the lnternattonal Space
Stahon aboard the Russian
Soyuzsp.,cecraft

• The rums of what may be the
oldest Christian church. built
m the lhird or fourth century

AD . are discovered on the
grounds of Meg1ddo Prison m
northern Israel in November

Human
Interest
• Anhc1pa1tng the GS summit in July, Bob Geldol
orgamzes musicians for a series of concerts
around the world lo highlight lhe problem of
global poverty

◄

Natalee Holloway.
an 18-year-old from
Birmingham, Alabama,
becomes the lead
story for every ma1or
news outlet after her
disappearance while
vacationing m Aruba

LAST SEIEN AT CARLOS & CHARLIH
MONDAY, MAY 29, 1005 1:30AM

NATALEE HOLLOWAY
CAUCASIAN AMl!RICAN Fl!MAU:
aUJE EYU I LONO BLOND HAIR
s•• • 110 US. 11 Yl!ARS OLD

... The SIChuan Woking Panda
Protection and Breed Center m
China deals with a baby boom 16 pandas. tncludmg five sets of
twins, are born between Jufl/ and
November 2005

►

August U S astronaut Stephen
Robm~n su~ssfully completes
an unprecedented emergency repair
of the space Shuttle Discovery while
morbrt

◄

In August. American anll-lraq War act1v1st Cindy Sheehan.
whose son Casey was killed m action m 2003 holds an
extended demonstration at a peace camp outside
President George W. Bush·s Texas ranch

• Shops that help you prepare
meals to freeze take home
and cook offer a fun. Quick
and easy mealtime sotul!On
tor busy moms

• Pets receive the royal
lreatment with gourmet pet
fOOds, available m upscale pet
food shops. pet food bakenes
and even ice cream parlors

• Due 10 high gas prices.
consumers opt for smaller
cars with better gas mileage
rather than gas-guzzling SUVs

.... Th!I popularity Jf poker on television results

m one of tne biggest fads of the year - home
Texas Hold 'Em tournaments

over formal
uniquetashmn
alternatives

•

I

ty

•

•• •

,.

••

•

◄

The new food pyramid recommends
that kids eat more fruits. vegetables
and whole grams than 1n the past
and exercise 30 to 60 mmute
each day

Entertainment

Music
• Green Day tops ofl a career year
Awaras
w,th seven MN Video M
me no Best Video ol the Year
tor Boulevard of Broken Dreams

• Reggaeton wtuch blends
1rifltiences of hip-hop, Jamaican

reggae and dancehaH wrth Lat n
American bomba and plena.
reaches its height m popularity

, 2005

be virtual dog owners as well,
thanks to the wildly popular
Nmtendogs series
r. , . , 1

r

... JK. Rowling releases yet

another bona fide best-seller
with Harry Potter and the
Halt-Blood Prince

• The Star Wars franchise
remainsa1uggernautmlhe
videogame industry with the
wmter release of Star Wars
Banletront II

• Gamers wait m line for hours to get their
hands on the year's hottest holiday video

game console. Microsoft's Xbox 360

◄

The classic game
of 20 Questions
gets a makeover
for 2005 with the
artificial Intelligence

powered 200
one of this year's
honest toys.

are accessible on the go with
the newest must·have item
from Apple the 1Pod with video

snorts
• longhor , qua11e1back Vlr e Young
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